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EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE: MAGISTERIAL DISTRICTS AND SUB-DISTRICTS AREAS OF JURISDICTION
DESCRIBED BT POINT-TO-POINT DESCRIPTION

SCHEDULE 2
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Starting from the point of intersection of the AMAHLUBI-FLET and MAKAULA-KWAB Traditional Authority
areas, proceed generally north-eastwards along the SAPS / AMAHLUBI-FLET Boundary to the southwestern corner beacon of FARM No.10. Continue eastwards along its southern boundary to intersect the
western boundary of FARM No. 23. Proceed respectively along its western and southern boundaries to
intersect the western boundary of FARM No.11. Continue respectively along its western, southern and
eastern boundaries to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern
boundaries of FARM No.224, jastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary
of farm ROCKLANDS No.340, the western and southern boundaries of farm PUFFADDERS HOEK No.274
to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms PAKKIES
No.276 and OSPOORT No.278 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the
northern boundaries of FARM No.39, FARM No.27, FARM No.28, FARM No.20, and FARM No.26 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of Farm JUNCTION
No.296, the western and southern boundaries of FARM No.17260, the southern boundary of farm
FARBEN No.8322, again the southern boundary of FARM No.17260, the southern boundary of farm LOT
GH No.8133, the southern boundary of farm LOVEDALE No.8037 and the southern boundary of Farm
ALFRED NATIVE LOCATION NO 1 No.4666 to the point where it intersects the KwaBhaca (Mount Frere)
/ Winnie Madikizela-Mandel SAPS Boundary. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS Boundary,
respectively traversing the TSIKELO-BIZA and AMANTSHANGASE-BIZA Traditional Authority Areas,
while respectively traversing FARM No.1 and FARM No.60, eventually intersecting the northern boundary
of FARM No.61. Then proceed respectively along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of FARM
No.61, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and western
boundaries of FARM No.63, the northern boundaries of FARM 48, FARM No.53 and FARM No.31, to its
north-western corner beacon. Then proceed generally westwards along the SAPS Boundary to the southeastern corner beacon of FARM No.22. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of
FARM No.23 to its south-western corner beacon. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS
Boundary, traversing FARM No.52, to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed generally
northwards along the SAPS Boundary, traversing FARM No.33, to intersect the N2 National Road at its
northern boundary. Proceed with the N2, respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.33 and
FARM No.34, to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.56. Proceed respectively along its eastern
and southern boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.57. Continue respectively along
its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.55 and Farm No.61 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm MARSHALLCLARKE No.100 (at the LESOTHO / RSA
international boundary), proceed respectively along its northern boundary and the western boundaries of
Farm WINTERBERG No.93 and GEORGE MOSHESH No.13 to its north-western beacon. Continue along
its northern boundary and that of farms THREE SISTERS No.26, NEWLANDS No.27, MCALPINE No.28,
FARM No.29, farms MAKOMERENG No.30, DEER PARK No.32, NQATSHA No33, THE EYRIE No.34,
UPLANDS No.35 and WOODLANDS No.36 to the south-western beacon of farm TRIANGLE No.38.
Proceed respectively along its western and northern boundaries and the northern boundary of farm
NOOITVERWACHT No.39 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and
northern boundaries of farm MANGALORE No.41 and the northern boundaries of FARM No.42 and FARM
No.19 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM
Nos.132, 137, 139 and 18090 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM No.17193 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the northern
boundary of FARM No.17194 to the south-western beacon of FARM No.111. Proceed respectively along
its western, northern and eastern boundaries to its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the
northern boundaries of FARM Nos.17194, 136, 135 and 17020 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM Nos.328 and 148(eastern section) to its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM 148 (eastern section),
FARM No.328 and FARM No.148 (western section) to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.175. Proceed
respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries, the southern boundaries of FARM Nos.17036 and
17037, to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.176
(eastern section), FARM No.332, FARM No.176 (western section) and FARM No.179 to its south-western
beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.180 and respectively along the
northern, eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.190 to the north-eastern beacon of FARM 189.
Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.222 and FARM No.228 to its southeastern beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.227, the northern boundary of FARM No.226 and the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM

generally south-eastwards along the SAPS Boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.62.
Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.62 and FARM No.63, to its southwestern corner beacon. Continue along its western boundary and that of FARM No.59 and FARM No.58,
to its north-western corner beacon. Continue generally north-westwards, extensively along the TINA River
until it intersects with the SAPS Boundary. Proceed generally due north along the SAPS Boundary until
the point of intersection of the AMAHLUBI-FLE and BAKOENA-FLE Traditional Authority areas, which is
the STARTING point.
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STARTING at the point of convergence of the northern boundary of farm NTSHANGASE No.63 and the
AMANTSHANGASE Traditional Authority boundary, proceed respectively east along the northern
boundary of farm NTSHANGASE No.63, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of farm
ENKANTOLO No.59 and then the southern boundary of farm IZILANGWE No.60, to its point of
convergence with the northern section of the AMANTSHANGASE Traditional Authority boundary. Proceed
generally northwards along the TA boundary, respectively traversing farm IZILANGWE No.60 and FARM

No.18089 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM
No.239 and FARM No.240 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed along its southern boundary and
respectively that of FARM Nos.22, 21 and 224 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along
the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm LUDIDI No.11 to its north-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm MOROSI No.23, the southern boundary
of farm MATANDELA No.10 to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.75. Proceed along its eastern
boundary to its outer-eastern beacon. Then proceed due south along the SAPS boundary, traversing
FARM No.269 to intersect its southern boundary. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and
that of FARM No.75 and then generally north-westwards along the AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority
boundary (respectively traversing FARM No.73 and FARM No.72 and the TINA RIVER) to the northwestern beacon of FARM No.72. Continue generally north-westwards along the BAKOENA
and
LUPINDO Traditional Authority boundaries (initially on the R56) respectively traversing FARM No.76,
FARM No.160, FARM No.77, FARM No.31, FARM No.8 and FARM No.7 to the south-eastern beacon of
farm QHOBOSHEANENG No.49. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries to a
point on its western boundary that is approximately 1.33km from the outer-north-eastern beacon of farm
SEQOBONG No.54. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing Farm SEQOBONG No.54 along
the BAKOENA Traditional Authority boundary), first in a south-westerly direction, then deviate due south
along the BAKOENA TA boundary for approximately 1.7 Km to intersect the northern boundary of FARM
No.81 at a point approximately 2.9 Km east of its north-western beacon. Proceed generally northwards
(traversing farm SEQOBONG No.54 along the BAKOENA Traditional Authority boundary) to intersect its
inn-eastern boundary. Proceed generally north-westwards along the eastern boundary for approximately
2.55Km and then due west (traversing farm SEQOBONG No.54 along the BAKOENA Traditional Authority
boundary) to the south-eastern beacon of Farm THABA CHICHA No.52. Proceed respectively along its
southern and western boundaries to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern
and western boundaries of farm ONGELUKS NEK No., the southern and western boundaries of farm
CHARLESMILLS A No.104 and the northern boundary of farm DRIEHOEK no.101 to the north-western
beacon of farm MARSHALLCLARKE No.100, which is the STARTING point.
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No.171, to its north-eastern beacon. Continue east, respectively and generally along the northern
boundaries of farm IZILANGWE No.60 and FARM No.169, the eastern boundary of FA,RM No.175, the
northern boundaries of FARM No.44, farm ABATSHWAWU No.47, FARM No.56 and FARM No.143, the
northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.150, the eastern boundary of FARM No.268 and the
northern boundary FARM No.39, respectively to the MTAMVUNA RIVER MOUTH and the INDIAN OCEAN
LOW WATER MARK (LWM). Continue south-westwards along the LWM, respectively traversing FARM
No.39, farm MBIZANA COAST FOREST RESERVE No.65, a river mouth, FARM No.39, the MNYAMENI
RIVER MOUTH, FARM No.39, a river mouth, FARM No.39 and to the MTENTU RIVER MOUTH. Proceed
generally north-westwards respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.39 (and the MTENTU
RIVER), FARM No.241 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.246, to the south-eastern
beacon of QASA No.45. Continue generally northwards along the NTLENZI Traditional Authority
boundary, respectively traversing the western boundaries of farm QASA No.45, FARM No.246, farm QASA
No.45 (again), FARM No.52, farm QASA No.45 (again), FARM No.207, farm QASA No.45 (again), FARM
No.48, FARM No.184, FARM No.212, FARM No.184 (again), farm NTSHANGASE No.63, (on the
AMANTSHANGASE Traditional Authority boundary), finally proceeding to the point of convergence of the
TA with the northern boundary of farm NTSHANGASE No.63, which is the STARTING point.
Starting from the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.34 at the N2, proceed generally eastwards
with the N2 respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM 34 and FARM 33 until intersection with
the SAPS Boundary. Then proceed generally due south along the SAPS Boundary, traversing FARM
No.33 to the south-western corner beacon of FARM No.52. Continue generally eastwards along the SAPS
Boundary, traversing FARM No.52, to the south-western corner beacon of FARM No.23. Proceed
respectively along its southern boundary and the northern boundaries of FARM No.37 and FARM No.38
to its northern corner beacon. Then proceed generally eastwards along the SAPS Boundary for 1450
metres and deviate generally south-eastwards along the SAPS Boundary, traversing FARM No.38, to the
south-western corner beacon of FARM No.53. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and the
northern boundary of FARM No.29, to the north-western corner beacon of FARM No.60. Then proceed
generally south-eastwards along the SAPS Boundary, traversing FARM No.29, to the north-eastern corner
beacon of FARM No.39. Proceed along its eastern boundary to join the SAPS Boundary, traversing FARM
No.39 to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.35. Proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.36 to its south-western corner beacon.
Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.42, FARM No.43 and FARM No.45 and
then along the western boundary of FARM No.124 to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM No.47.
Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.47, the southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.48 and the western boundaries of FARM No.45 and FARM No.50 to its
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STARTING from the convergence point of the R409, the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary and
the TSOMO River, proceed generally eastwards along the AMABHELE TA boundary until the MJULA Subplace, then generally south-eastwards to intersect the AMAHLUBI TA boundary. Proceed north-eastwards
along the AMAHLUBI TA boundary until the convergence point of the HALA, AMAHLUBI and GCUWA
Traditional Authority areas. Continue generally eastwards along the AMAHLUBI TA boundary, to join the
MAIN ROAD R408 at MNGUMA, then proceed generally south-eastwards along the R408 and the TA
BOUNDARY, deviating southwards along the AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary on departure
from the R408. Continue southwards along the TA boundary to join the N2 at the EMGCWE Sub-place.
Proceed generally southwards along the N2 and TA boundary, then due east and then north-eastwards to
intersect the railway line and north-eastwards along the MAGALAKANQA Secondary Road to the northwestern beacon of FARM No.2. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the northern, eastern
and southern boundaries of Farm No.78, the eastern boundary of FARM No.3, the northern boundary of
FARM No.271, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.286, the northern boundaries of farms
QORA No.140, KABAKAZI No.139, NGQWARA JS SCHOOL No.134 and GCINA SJ SCHOOL No.130 to
its north-eastern beacon. Proceed generally eastwards along the middle of the QORA RIVER to the Low
Water Mark (LWM). Continue generally south-westwards along the LWM, east of (respectively) farms
GCINA SJ SCHOOL No.130, ZALU JS School No.135, CEBE JS SCHOOL No.136, farms NXAXO No.137,
KOBONQABA A No.138, KOBONQABA MOUTH No.150, NGCIZELE No.172 and QOLORA E No.151,
FARM No.127, farm QOLORA E No.151 and FARM No.96, to intersect the middle of the GROOT-KEI
RIVER. Then proceed generally north-westwards along the middle of the river until it joins the southern
boundary of FARM No.110. Continue along the GROOT-KEI River, and respectively along the southern
boundaries of FARM No.110, farm QOLORA E No.185, farms QOLORA D No.153 and GXARA No.171,
FARM No.149 and FARMJ No.168, and the eastern boundaries of farm GLEN KEI No.16 and FARM
No.15. Continue along the GROOT-KEI RIVER to its confluence with the GCUWA RIVER at the eastern
boundary of FARM No.15. Then proceed along the GCUWA RIVER and the FINGO Traditional Authority
boundary, respectively along the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.211, then depart from the
river to continue generally westwards along the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary, then northwestwards at the intersection with the AMAZIZI TA boundary. Proceed north-westwards along the
AMABHELE TA boundary and westwards to join the AMAHLUBI TA boundary and then proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.6 and farm STRATMORE No.190, the eastern

north-western corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.56
(southern section), FARM No.31, FARM No.56 (northern section) and FARM No.34 to its north-western
corner beacon at the N2, which is STARTING point.
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boundary of farm COWMEADE No.189, the eastern, northern and western boundaries of farm BULL’S
RUN No.188, the northern boundaries of farms APE FIELD No.187 and GAMELANDS No.186, the
eastern, northern, western and southern boundaries of farm INVER SOMO No.185 and the northern
boundary of farm KEI GATE No.184 to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the northern
boundary of farm QUARRIES No.183, the eastern boundaries of farms LARNACA No.173, MOCKING
HILL No.40 and FARM No.39, the southern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.38, departing
approximately midway through its eastern boundary, to join the AMAZIZI Traditional Authority boundary
and proceed generally northwards (extensively) along the TA boundary and the TSOMO RIVER, until the
TA boundary joins the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary at the Secondary Road crossing.
Continue generally northwards along the TA boundary and the TSOMO RIVER until the convergence of
the R409, the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary and the TSOMO RIVER, which is the
STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm DIEP RIVIER No.96, proceed along its northern boundary
and respectively that of farm DEEP RIVER No.343 and WOODBURN No.95, the western and northern
boundaries of farm CLAREMONT B No.44 and the western boundary of farm WATERDOWN No.43 to its
intersection with the KLIPPLAAT RIVER. Continue generally eastwards along the river, traversing farm
WATERDOWN No.43, to the intersection with its eastern boundary and proceed respectively along its
eastern boundary, the northern boundary of farm PARADOXUS NOVO No.51, the southern, western and
northern boundaries of farm BRANKSOME No.41 and the western boundaries of farms MELROSE No.24
and HILTON No.23 to its intersection with the Secondary Road. Proceed along the road to the to the northeastern of farm GUILDFORD No.399, then along the southern boundary of farm FLAGSTAFF VALE
No.397 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm TABLE
FARM No.22 to its inner-south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundary of farm
HILTON No.23, the northern and eastern boundaries of farms SCHAFFHAUSEN No.28 and
SPRINGFIELD No.29, the northern boundary of farm GLENFILLAN No.359, the western and northern
boundaries of farm UPLANDS No.347, the northern boundaries of farms RIVERSIDE No.260,
SCRAPFIELD No.290 and ISADALE No.288, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm LONGSLOPE
No.286, the northern boundary of farm STONERIDGE No.285 and the northern and eastern boundaries
of farm REDCONE No.279 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms KINAHAN No.306 and THE DOWNS No.305, the western and northern boundaries
of farm DRYHURST No.304, then along the stream traversing farm RUNNYMEDE No 303 generally
northwards to intersect the southern boundary of farm NORTH CLIFF No.275. Continue from there along
the northern boundaries of farms RUNNYMEDE No.303 and HIGH CAMP No.27, then respectively along
the western boundaries of farms BLOODFELL No.28, BUSKY DELL No.26, HILL PATH No.15, RUNRIG
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No.14 and HIGHTOR No.13 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.4 to its north-western
beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western boundary of farm LOWER NCORA
No.3, the northern boundary of farm MTINGWEVU No.1, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.2, the northern boundary of FARM No.7, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.8,
the eastern boundary of FARM No.9, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.19, the western,
northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.20, the northern boundary of FARM No.37, the western,
northern, eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.38 and the eastern boundary of FARM No.39 to
its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundary of farm MOCKING HILL
No.40, the eastern boundary of farm LARNACA No.173, the northern boundary of farm QUARRIES
No.183, the western and northern boundaries of farm KEI GATE No.184, the southern, western, northern
and eastern boundaries of farm INVER SOMO No.185, the northern boundaries of farms GAME LANDS
No.186 and APE FIELD No.187 and the western, northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm
BULL’S RUN No.188 to the north-eastern beacon of farm COWMEADE No.189. Proceed respectively
along its eastern and southern boundaries, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm
STRATHMORE No.190, the southern boundaries of farms WATERDELL No.191 and STRATH BEG
No.192, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm BUCKNESS No.194, the southern
boundary of farm SHANKLIN ANNEX No.196, the eastern boundary of FARM No.208, the northern,
eastern, southern and western boundaries of FARM No.209, the southern and western boundaries of
FARM No.210, the eastern boundary of FARM No.211, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM
No.605 to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.3. Proceed along its eastern boundary, the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm POST WELLINGTON No.39, then respectively along the southern boundaries
of FARM No.9, FARM No.10, FARM No.11, FARM No.12, FARM No.681, FARM No.666, FARM No.663,
FARM No.637, FARM No.635, FARM No.634, FARM No.633, FARM No.806, and FARM No.618, the
eastern boundary of farm GLENWARREN No.709 and the southern boundaries of FARM No.617 and
FARM No.729 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of
FARM No.616, then the northern boundary of FARM No.571, the SAPS boundary, the northern boundaries
of FARM No.567, FARM No.566, FARM No.563 and FARM No.562, the eastern and southern boundaries
of farm KUBUSIE No.523, the southern boundaries of FARM No.335 and FARM No.334 to its northwestern beacon. Then proceed generally south-westwards along the KIESKAMMAHOEK-NORTH
Traditional Authority boundary, respectively traversing farms PIRIE BOSRESERVE TWO No.2315,
ISIDENGE FOREST RESERVE No.332, FARM No.2394 and PIRIE FOREST ONE No.2319. Then
proceed on the NGQIKA Traditional Authority boundary as it traverses the southern boundary of farm
PIRIE BOSRESERVE TWO No.2315, and respectively farm PIRIE FOREST ONE No.2319, FARM No.700
and along its western boundary and the SAPS boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM No.1473.
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Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.1473, FARM No.1474, FARM No.1477,
FARM No.1478, FARM No.1479 and FARM No.1480, the northern boundaries of FARM No.1485 and
FARM No.1484, the northern, western and southern boundaries of FARM No.1483, the southern boundary
o SAPS boundary f FARM No.1484 and the western boundaries of FARM No.1485, FARM No.1499, FARM
No.2204 (north), FARM No.1515 and FARM No.2204 (south) to its south-western beacon. Then proceed
along the NGQIKA Traditional Authority boundary to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.1543. proceed
respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries and the eastern boundary of FARM No.1544 to its
south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.1623, SAPS
boundary, FARM No.1624, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1625, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1627, SAPS
boundary, FARM No.1629, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1632, the eastern and northern boundaries of
FARM No.1621, the northern boundaries of FARM No.1620, FARM No.1618, FARM No.1617, FARM
No.1615, FARM No.1614, FARM No.1609, FARM No.1604 and FARM No.2516 to its north-western
beacon. Proceed along the AMAGQUNUKWEBE Traditional Authority boundary to the southern beacon
of FARM No.1240. Continue respectively along its eastern and northern boundaries, then proceed due
west along the penultimate south-eastern boundary of FARM No.2250, extending onto the NGQIKA
Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.2250) to intersect the western boundary of FARM
No.2250. Proceed respectively along its western boundary at the KEISKAMMA RIVER, and the western
boundary of FARM No.1235 to a point that is approximately 135metres from its north-western beacon, to
join the AMAKHUZE Traditional Authority boundary generally north-westwards to northwards (extensively)
to the southern beacon of FARM No.115. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the southern
boundaries of FARM No.34 and FARM No.35, the southern and western boundaries FARM No.38, the
western and northern boundaries of FARM No.1, the northern boundary of FARM No.2, the western and
northern boundaries of FARM No.184, the southern and western boundaries of farm WATERKLOOF AND
KRUIS RIVIER No.180 and the western and northern boundaries of farms NEW GLENHOLM No.182 and
BOLD POINT NO.178 to a point on its northern boundary that is approximately 1.90km east of its northwestern beacon. Proceed generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm
WARFIELD No.173 to a point on its northern boundary that is approximately 1.135km west of its
penultimate north-eastern beacon. Then proceed westwards along its northern boundary to a point thereon
that is approximately 1.90km east of its penultimate north-western beacon. Proceed generally northeastwards (traversing FARM No.172) for approximately 2.365km, then north-westwards to intersect its
northern boundary at a point that is 1.33km west of its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
the southern boundaries of farms COOLING No.154, ANNEX COOLIN No.168 and GLENCOE No.185
and the southern and western boundaries of farm MEADOW SWEET No.101 to the south-western beacon
of farm KINROSS No.103. Continue respectively along its western boundary, the southern and western
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STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm MATOLA No.37, proceed respectively along its northern
boundary, the southern, eastern and northern boundaries of FARM No.209, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.208, the southern boundary of farm SHANKLIN ANNEX No.196, the western, southern boundaries of
farm BUCKNESS No.194, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm LINCOLN No.2 and the
western boundaries of FARM No.4 and FARM No.6 to its north-western beacon. Proceed along its northern
boundary to intersect and join the AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary and continue generally
eastwards along the TA boundary to intersect and join the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary.
Continue generally south-eastwards along the TA boundary to intersect the AMAZIZI Traditional Authority
boundary, proceeding generally eastwards along the AMABHELE Traditional Authority boundary to
intersect the GCUWA RIVER and the western boundary of FARM No.211. Proceed respectively along the
western and southern boundaries (along the river) of FARM No.211 and continue along the GCUWA
RIVER and the FINGO Traditional Authority boundary to intersect the eastern boundary of FARM No.15
at the confluence of the GCUWA and the GROOT-KEI Rivers. Continue along the GROOT-KEI River, and
respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.15 and farm GLEN KEI No.16, the southern
boundaries of FARM No.168, FARM No.149, farms GXARA No.171 and QOLORA D No.153, QOLORA E
No.185 and FARM No.110, to the point where the river departs from the southern boundary of FARM
No.110. Then continue along the GROOT-KEI River to intersect the LOW WATER MARK (LWM). Proceed
generally south-westwards along the LWM, respectively traversing the SAPS boundary, FARM No.103,
FARM No.104, SAPS boundary, FARM No.107, SAPS boundary, FARM No.108, SAPS boundary to the
KWENXURA RIVER MOUTH. Then depart from the LWM, generally northwards, to the south-western
beacon of FARM No.301. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.296, the
western and northern boundaries of FARM No.295, the western boundary of FARM No.285, the southern
boundary of FARM No.286 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.287 to its north-western
beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundary of farm Golden Slopes No.288, the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.221, the western boundary of FARM No.220, the southern
boundaries of FARM No.218, FARM No.217 and FARM No.216, the southern and western boundaries of
FARM No.149, the eastern boundary of FARM No. 150, and the eastern and southern boundaries of
FARM No.212 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM
No.158 and FARM No.159, the eastern boundary of FARM No.207, the eastern and southern boundaries
of FARM No.210, the southern boundary of FARM No.209, the eastern boundaries of farm COURTLANDS
No.205, FARM No.332 (northern section), FARM No.333 and FARM No.332 (southern section) and the

boundaries of farm ELSTOW No.94 and finally the western boundaries of farms DEEP RIVER No.343 and
DIEP RIVIER No.96 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western point of intersection of the MGWALI RIVER, the secondary road and
the HALA Traditional Authority boundary, proceed along the MGWALI RIVER and the TA boundary
generally eastwards, then south-eastwards. Continue thereon, through the MAKOBOWENI Sub-place until
the confluence of the MBASHE and MGWALI Rivers. Proceed generally south-eastwards, extensively
along the MBASHE RIVER, crossing the N2, still on the MBASHE RIVER and proceeding respectively
along the western and southern boundaries of farm TYALARA No.42 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue
along the MBASHE RIVER to the south-western beacon of FARM No.236, then respectively along its
western and southern boundaries, the southern boundary of FARM No.42, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.236, the southern boundary of FARM No.40 and the western and southern boundaries of FARM No.242
to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary to intersect the western boundary of
FARM No.74, then partially traverse its western sector and then traverse FARM No.242, first westwards
then north-eastwards across the MJIKWENI secondary road to eventually intersect the northern boundary
of FARM No.242. Continue respectively along its northern boundary, the southern boundary of FARM
No.78 and the western boundary of FARM No.226 (along the XORA RIVER). Depart from this western
boundary (as the XORA RIVER deviates southwards) and traverse FARM No.226 generally eastwards to
join the ELLIOTDALE secondary road at MABHANA. Proceed generally south-westwards along this road
(still traversing FARM No.226) to rejoin its western boundary and proceed thereon to its south-western

eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.331 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively
along the southern boundaries of FARM No.330, FARM No.327, FARM No.326, FARM No.323 and FARM
No.343, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.37 and FARM No.360, the northern and
western boundaries of FARM No.361, the western boundary of FARM No.362, the northern and western
boundaries of FARM No.363 and farm BLAAUWATER SCHOOL No.33, the southern boundaries of FARM
No.31, FARM No.412 and FARM No.431 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the
eastern boundary of FARM No.433, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.434 and FARM
No.435, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of FARM No.436, the southern boundary of FARM
No.426, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.425, the southern boundary of FARM No.423,
the western boundary of ZIMBABA No.422, the southern boundary of FARM No.179, the western
boundaries of farm BROOKLYN COURT No.178 and FARM No.177, the southern boundary of farm
UPPER VULCAN VALE No.175 and the southern and western boundaries of farm WEXFORD No.174 to
its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundary of farm ESSEX No.173, the
western boundary of farm BLEAK MOOR No.41, the western and northern boundaries of farm N DIMBA
No.38, the western boundary of farm GADZOOKS No.465 and finally the western boundary of farm
MATOLA No.37 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING POINT.
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beacon (at the MAFAKATHINI secondary road). Continue generally southwards along the QIYA Traditional
Authority boundary (crossing the XORA RIVER and traversing FARM No.79 to intersect its north-western
boundary and proceed on the TA boundary to loop back and again intersect the north-western boundary
of FARM No.79. Proceed generally southwards along the TA boundary (traversing FARM No.79) to
intersect its western boundary again. Continue along the TA boundary to loop back respectively along the
northern boundary of FARM No.74 (at NCAMBEZANA secondary road) and the western boundary of
FARM No.79 to depart therefrom at the DUDANI secondary road and proceed along the GCALEKWA /
NGCHANA TA boundary (traversing FARM No.179) and then again along the western boundary of FARM
No.79 at the CELESI secondary road and departing from its western boundary at the MANGWENI
secondary road to traverse FARM No.79 generally south-eastwards along the NGQWANGELE Traditional
Authority boundary, proceeding to intersect the northern boundary of FARM No.68 at the DIKENI
secondary road. Then proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.68 and FARM
No.158 and along the TA boundary to the northern boundary of FARM No.64 and respectively the northern
boundary of FARM No.65 and the western boundary of FARM No.61 to its north-western beacon. Continue
along the JALAMBA Traditional Authority boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM No.59. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and respectively that of farm ORANSAY No.57, the northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM No.77, the southern boundary of FARM No.168 and the eastern boundary
of farm ORANSAY No.57 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm
SIKOLOKOTA No.54, then traverse eastwards internally along the JALAMBA TA boundary to a point on
its eastern boundary that is approximately 270 metres from its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm MNCWASA EAST No.40 to its intersection with
the XWANGU Secondary road (approximately 615 metres from its south-eastern beacon). Continue
generally eastwards along the TSHEZI TA boundary, respectively traversing FARM No.206 and farm
MNCWASA No.38 to intersect its eastern boundary. Continue generally southwards, respectively along its
eastern boundary, the Traditional Authority boundary, the southern boundaries of farm MPAME No.39,
FARM No.42, farm QATYWA No.43. FARM No.150, the eastern boundary of FARM No.30, the TA
boundary, the eastern boundary of FARM No.30, the eastern boundary of FARM No.31, the TA boundary,
the eastern boundary of FARM No.31, the TA boundary, the eastern boundary of FARM No.293, the
southern boundaries of FARM No.294, FARM No.485 and FARM 320, the TA boundary, the southern
boundary of FARM No.314, the T A boundary, the southern boundary of FARM No.314, the T A boundary
and the southern boundary of FARM No.308 to its central southern beacon. Continue respectively along
the southern boundaries of FARM No.308, FARM No.536, FARM No.298 and FARM No.333, the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.572, the southern boundary of FARM No.296 and the southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.295 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern
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boundaries of FARM No.78 and FARM No.2 to its north-western beacon. Proceed generally southwestwards along the MAGALAKANQA Secondary Road to intersect the railway-line, then proceed due
west thereon to join the middle of the N2. Proceed generally north-eastwards on the middle of the N2,
departing from the N2 at the EMGCWE Sub-place and proceeding generally northwards along the
AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary, to join MAIN ROAD R408 at MNGUMA. Proceed generally
north-westwards along the R408 on the TA boundary, then deviate from the R408 generally westwards
along the AMAHLUBI TA boundary to the convergence point of the HALA, AMAHLUBI and GCUWA
Traditional Authority areas. Then deviate at the NDABA Sub-place, generally north-eastwards along the
HALA TA boundary, crossing the R408 and maintaining the general north-easterly route on the TA
boundary to finally proceed to the point of intersection of the MGWALI RIVER, the secondary road and the
HALA TA boundary, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of FARM No.223, proceed along its northern boundary and
continue along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.220) on its eastward linear extension for
approximately 875metres, then northwards for approximately 250metres to intersect the eastern boundary
of FARM No.220. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern boundary of FARM
No.222, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.224, the northern boundary of FARM
No.225, the western boundary of FARM No.226 and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
RILEYVALE No.409 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of
FARM No.226, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm GROET PLACE No.4, the western, northern
and eastern boundaries of farm WATERVAL No.5, the northern boundary of farm FONTAINS KLOOF
No.6, the western and northern boundaries of farm BOSCH PLACE No.8, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.2425, the eastern boundary of farm BOSCH PLACE No.8, the eastern boundary of farm BOSCH
KLOOF No.9, the northern boundaries of farm GELUK No.10 and FARM No.11, the western boundary of
FARM No.12 and the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.2426 to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.15, the northern boundary
of farm WELTEVREDE ANNEXE No.16, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.17, the
northern boundary of farm SHORNCLIFFE No.18, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.19,
the eastern boundaries of farm LINE DRIFT No.20, FARM No.21 and farm LYNWOOD No.23, the northern
boundary of farm FAIRFIELD No.36, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.265, farm
HAWDEW No.39 and farm WATFORD No.40, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm WAXFORD
No.41, the northern boundary of FARM No.2013 and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
MAITLAND No.68 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of farm
MAITLAND No.69, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm MAITLAND No.70, the eastern boundary
of farm MAITLAND No.110, the northern boundary of farm MAITLAND No.111, the northern and eastern
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boundaries of farm MAITLAND No.112, the eastern boundary of farm KINGSCOTE No.114, the southern
boundaries of farm AURORA No.1173, FARM No.1174 and FARM No.1198, the south-western boundary
of FARM No.1199 and then generally south-eastwards along the middle of the KEISKAMMA RIVER to the
western boundary of FARM 1164. Proceed to the river mouth and the INDIAN OCEAN LOW WATER
MARK (LWM). Continue generally south-westwards along the LWM to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
No.172. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary (on the LWM) and that of farms HERCULES
No.174, BLUE KRANS No.175, SAXON VILLA No.176, NEW BRADFORD No.177, GQUTYWA RIVER
MOUTH, farm GUSHA MOUTH No.192, farm BEGA MOUTH No.193, BIRA RIVER MOUTH, farm
MILTON No.194, farm HAMILTON No.195, MGWALANA RIVER MOUTH, FARM No.211, MTATI RIVER
MOUTH, the LWM, farm MAITLAND No.227, farm LESSERDRUM No.251, FARM No.244, the LWM and
the eastern boundary FARM No.243. Proceed along the LWM, respectively traversing FARM No.309,
FARM No.468 and FARM No.309 (again) to the middle of the GROOT-VIS RIVER. Proceed along the
middle of the river (traversing FARM No.309), then respectively along its southern and western boundaries,
the western boundary of FARM No.268, the SAPS boundary, the western boundary of farm HUNTS DRIFT
OUTSPAN No.131, the north-western boundary of FARM No.268, the southern and western boundaries
of FARM No.29 and the western boundaries of FARM No.237, FARM No.236 and FARM No.235 to its
north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.235 and FARM
No.234, the western boundaries of farms BREAKFAST VLEI OUTSPAN No.1, FARM No.222 and finally
FARM No.223 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm CHEVIOT FELLS No.20, proceed respectively along its
northern and eastern boundaries, the western boundary of farm QUAGGAS HOEK No.19 and the northern
boundaries of FARM No.23, FARM No.24, FARM No.25, farm EMERALD HILL No.26, FARM No.1, farms
ORIBI FOUNTAINS No.3, TIGER KLOOF No.4 and KINNAIRD No.12 to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue along its eastern boundary and respectively the northern boundary of FARM No.13, the western
and northern boundaries of FARM No.14, the northern boundaries of FARM No.15 and FARM No.1, the
western boundary of farm PLEASANT VIEW EXTENSION No.No.2, the western and northern boundaries
of FARM No.3 and the eastern boundaries of farm GLENELG No.15, FARM No.1336, FARM No.20 and
FARM No.21 to the north-western beacon of FARM No.114. Proceed respectively along its northern and
eastern boundaries, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.167, farms WANTAGE No.169, CRISTAMINT
KLOOF No.170 and KLIP HEUVEL No.171 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue along its southern
boundary for approximately 1.33km then south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM
No.172) for approximately 475metres and continue south-westwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing
FARM No.172) for approximately 2.365km to a point on the northern boundary of farm WARFIELD No.173
that is approximately 1.90km east of its penultimate north-western beacon. Proceed eastwards along its
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northern boundary to a point thereon that is approximately1.135km west of its penultimate north-eastern
beacon. Proceed generally south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm WARFIELD
No.173, to a point on its southern boundary that is approximately 1.90km east of the north-western beacon
of farm BOLD POINT No.178. Continue respectively along the southern boundary of farm WARFIELD
No.173, the eastern boundary of farm MIDDLE WATER No.185, the northern, eastern and southern
boundaries of farm MERINO No.181, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.777 and FARM No.778, the
southern boundaries of FARM No.38, FARM No.35 and FARM No.34 and the eastern boundary of FARM
No.115 to its southern beacon. Proceed generally southwards to south-eastwards extensively along the
AMAKHUZE Traditional Authority boundary to eventually intersect the western boundary of FARM
No.1235 at a point that is approximately 135metres south of its north-western beacon. Proceed south,
respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.2250 along the KEISKAMMA RIVER, to join
the NGQIKA Traditional Authority boundary proceeding due east (traversing FARM No.2250), joining onto
its penultimate south-eastern boundary, proceeding to the north-western beacon of FARM No.1240.
Continue respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to its southern beacon, then southwards
along the AMAGQUNUKWEBE Traditional Authority boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM
No.2516. Proceed along its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.1604, the SAPS
boundary, FARM No.1609, FARM No.1614, FARM No.1615, FARM No.1617, FARM No.1618, FARM
No.1620, FARM No.1621, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1632, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1629, SAPS
boundary FARM No.1627, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1625, SAPS boundary, FARM No.1624, SAPS
boundary, FARM No.1623 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.1544. Proceed respectively along the
northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.2451 and FARM No.2452 and the eastern boundary of
FARM No. 2453 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally southwards along the IMIDUSHANE
Traditional Authority boundary, traversing FARM No.2360, to the north-western beacon of FARM No.2007.
Continue generally south-westwards along the TA boundary, still traversing FARM No.2360, to the southeastern beacon of FARM No.2445. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the western
boundary of FARM No.2360, the southern boundaries of FARM No.2426, FARM No.2425, the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.2020, and the southern boundary of FARM No.2425 to the southeastern beacon of FARM No.220. Then proceed west along its eastern boundary for approximately
500metres and continue generally southwards for approximately 250metres (traversing FARM No.220)
along the SAPS boundary, then south-westwards thereon (traversing FARM No.220), online to the
northern boundary of FARM No.223, to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the northern
boundary of FARM No.223, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.221, FARM No.220, FARM No.229 and
FARM No.228, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.233, the western boundaries of FARM
No.228 and FARM No.229, the eastern boundary of FARM No.230, the eastern, southern and western
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boundaries of FARM No.232, the southern boundary of FARM No.230, the eastern, southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.231, the western boundaries of FARM No.230, FARM No.219 and FARM No.215,
the southern boundary of FARM No.210 and the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.201 to its
south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.199,
the southern boundaries of FARM No.198 and FARM No.212, the southern and western boundaries farm
KUNAP POST No.196, the southern boundary of FARM No.188, the eastern, southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.189, the western boundary of FARM No.190, the southern boundary of FARM
No.185, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of FARM No.186, the western boundary of FARM
No.183, the southern boundary of farm BRIDGEWATER No.205, the eastern boundary of FARM No.204,
the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.182, the western boundary of farm MILL RIVER FARM
ANNEX No.181 (eastern section), the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.204, the eastern,
southern and western boundaries of MILL RIVER FARM ANNEX No.181 (western section), the western
boundary of FARM No.204 and the southern boundary of farm FROME No.179 to its south-western
beacon. Then proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms GOOD HOPE No.5 and
KIANGHAS DRIFT No.7 to its south-western beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary, traversing
FARM No.678, to the outer-western beacon of farm KIANGHAS DRIFT No.7 and then along its western
boundary to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
ELANDS KOP No.2, LEUWIS DRIFT No.1 and GANNA HOEK No.215, FARM No.213 and farms
HOPPEWELL A No.212 and HARTMANS KRAAL No.217 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms DORN BOOM No.228, OUTVLUGT No.229, MUTHER
LIGHTE No.230 and FARM No.302 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed respectively along the
northern, eastern and southern boundaries (co-incident with the Secondary Road) of farm GROEN PUNT
No.239, the southern boundary of FARM No.300, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm
KOEDOES KLOOF No.236, the southern boundary of FARM No.234 and the eastern, southern and
western boundaries of farm HOENDERS HOEK No.235 to its north-western beacon. Proceed generally
northwards along the Road, respectively traversing farms SOUT VLEIJ No.233, FARM No.368, SOUT
VLEIJ (again) and BLAAUW KRANTZ No.179 to intersect its eastern boundary. Continue respectively
along the western and northern boundaries of farm DE DAM No.180, the western boundary of farm OLIVE
WOODS ESTATE No.169, the southern boundary of farm MULLERS KRAAL No.159, the southern,
western and northern boundaries of farm GREAT RIEN FONTEYN No.160, the western boundaries of
farms QUAGAS KUYL No.155 and KLIP FONTEYN No.150 and the southern and western boundaries of
farm BAVIANS KRANTZ No.151 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundary of farm ROOY DRAAI No.146, the southern, western and northern boundaries of farm ZURE
KOP No.74 and the western boundary of farm AROLSEN No.69 to its intersection with the National Road
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N10 at a point approximately 135metres from its north-western beacon (at the GROOT-VIS RIVER).
Proceed generally northwards to north-westwards along the N10, respectively traversing farms AROLSEN
No.69, FARM No.282, farm KLERKSDAL No.247, FARM No.267, the eastern boundary of FARM No.266,
farm DAGGABOERHOEK No.258, FARM No.266 and FARM No.1, to intersect its northern boundary at a
point approximately 2.00km east of its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along its northern
boundary and that of FARM No.2, FARM No.4, FARM No.6, FARM No.4 (again), the western boundaries
of FARM No.9 and FARM No.11, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.12, the western
boundary of FARM No.16, the southern boundary of farm GELUK No.503 and the southern and eastern
boundaries of farm JORDAANS KRAAL No.506 to the third beacon on the eastern boundary. Proceed due
east along the SAPS boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM No.303, Then respectively along its
northern boundary and finally along the western boundary of farm CHEVIOT FELLS No.20 to its northwestern beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.211, proceed respectively along its northern and
eastern boundaries, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.213, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.291, the northern boundary of FARM No.290, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.292, the northern boundary of FARM No.293, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.294, the northern boundary of FARM No.304, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.303, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.302 and FARM No.215, and the western
boundary of FARM No.301 to its south-western beacon. Then proceed along the middle of the
KWENXURA RIVER at its mouth, to the Indian Ocean LOW WATER MARK (LWM). Proceed generally
south-westwards on the LWM, respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.215, the LWM, the
LWM adjacent to the eastern boundary of farm COASTAL FOREST RESERVE No.460 and FARM
No.1285, along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.513, the LWM, the eastern boundary
of FARM No.781, the KWELERA RIVER MOUTH, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.782,
the SAPS boundary on the LWM at GONUBIE, the southern boundary of FARM No.803, the QINIRA
RIVER MOUTH, the SAPS boundary on the LWM at BEACON BAY, the NAHOON RIVER MOUTH, the
SAPS boundary, the BUFFALO RIVER MOUTH, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern boundary
of FARM No.1007, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern boundary of FARM No.1012, the SAPS
boundary on LWM, the eastern boundary of FARM No.1062, the SAPS boundary on LWM, to the southeastern beacon of FARM No.1097. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the SAPS boundary
on LWM, the TYOLOMNQA RIVER MOUTH, the SAPS boundary, to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
No.1164. Proceed along its southern boundary and the LWM to its south-western beacon. Continue along
its western boundary to its penultimate western beacon and then proceed along the middle of the
KEISKAMMA RIVER to the south-western beacon of FARM No.1199. Proceed respectively along the
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southern boundaries of FARM No.1198 and FARM No.1174, the southern and western boundaries of farm
AURORA No.1173, the western boundaries of FARM No.1172 and FARM No.1157, the southern boundary
of FARM No.1154, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.1153 and the southern boundaries
of FARM No.1152 and FARM No.2179 to its intersection with the IMIQAYI Traditional Authority boundary.
Proceed generally north-eastwards along the TA boundary (traversing FARM No.2179) to its intersection
with the western boundary of FARM No.1976. Continue respectively along its western and northern
boundaries, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.1971, the northern boundaries of FARM
No.1970 and FARM No.1965, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.1958, the southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.1956, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.1938, the
northern boundary of FARM No.1939, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.1941, the
northern boundaries of farm WELCOME No.1943, FARM No.1944 and FARM No.1947, to its north-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No. 2358 and FARM No.1409, then
along the western boundary of FARM No.1404 for approximately 250metres. Then proceed generally
south-eastwards along the BUFFALO RIVER, respectively traversing FARM No.1404 and FARM No.840
to intersect its southern boundary. Proceed along its southern boundary to its south-eastern beacon. Then
traverse FARM No.1404 to the northern boundary of FARM No.848, to a point thereon, that is
approximately 85metres west of the penultimate north-western beacon of FARM No.838. Proceed in a
loop along the SAPS boundary, traversing FARM No.1404 (north-eastwards, eastwards and southwards)
and then traverse FARM No.838 generally south-eastwards to its south-eastern beacon. Then traverse
FARM No.1404 generally eastwards to intersect the western boundary of FARM No.850. Proceed
respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.850, departing mid-way therefrom
into FARM No.1404. Continue generally eastwards to north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary,
traversing FARM No.1404 extensively (inclusive of the BRIDLE DRIFT Sub-place), to intersect the western
boundary of FARM No.832, approximately 185metres from its south-western beacon. Proceed generally
north-eastwards, traversing FARM No.832, to intersect the western edge of the rail-reserve and proceed
generally northwards along the western edge of the rail-reserve for approximately 155metres to intersect
the western boundary of FARM No.832. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of
FARM No.833, farm CYRIL LORD No.1212 and FARM No.640 to its north-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary, the western boundary of FARM No.602, then briefly along the
NAHOON RIVER (traversing FARM No.304), to again along the western boundary of FARM No.602, until
its north-western beacon. Then proceed generally north-westwards along the southern boundary of the
East London Sub-place (traversing FARM No.305) to intersect its western boundary at a point
approximately 180metres north of the north-western beacon of FARM No.304. Proceed respectively along
the western boundaries of FARM No.305 and FARM No.304 along the NAHOON RIVER and continue
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along the river course (generally north-westwards) to the south-eastern beacon of farm NAHOON VIEW
No.272. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries, the southern boundaries of
FARM No.1492 and FARM No.279, the southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM No.276, the
northern boundaries farms DABADABA OUTSPAN No.275, EAST LONDON No.274 and FARM No.1443,
the western boundary of FARM No.7and the eastern boundaries of FARM No.1859 and FARM No.1858
to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.1841,
FARM No.2146 and FARM No.1840, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.1, the western,
northern and eastern boundaries of farm SWEETLAND No.2 and FARM No.3, the eastern boundary of
FARM No.4, the northern boundaries of FARM No.13 and FARM No.14 and the western and northern
boundaries of farm SLIPPERY DRIFT No.15 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the
northern boundary of FARM No.16, the western and northern boundaries of farm GROOTBOOM No.19
and the western boundaries of FARM No.23, FARM No.25, FARM No.26 and FARM No.29 to its northern
beacon. Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM No.32, the western and
northern boundaries of farm BLAAUWATER SCHOOL No.33 and FARM No.363, the western boundary
of FARM No.362, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.361, the eastern boundary
of FARM No.362, the northern boundary of FARM No.35, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.36 and
FARM No.39 and the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.38, to its north-eastern beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.51, FARM No.52, FARM No.53, FARM
No.320, FARM No.322, FARM No.321 and FARM No.317 to its northern beacon. Finally, proceed
respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.314 and the western boundary o9f
FARM No.211 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm PIRIE BOSRESERWE TWO No.2315, proceed
respectively along its northern boundary, the southern boundary of FARM No.335, the northern boundaries
of FARM No.658, FARM No.659 and FARM No.654, the eastern boundary of farm KUBUSIE No.523 and
the western boundaries of FARM No.561 and FARM No.562 to its northern beacon. Continue respectively
along the northern boundaries of FARM No.563, FARM No.566, FARM No.567, the SAPS boundary and
FARM No.571 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the northeastern boundaries of FARM No.570 and FARM No.27, the north-western boundary of FARM No.22, the
northern boundaries of FARM No.2520, FARM No.21, FARM No.18, FARM No.2150 and FARM No.2151
to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.15, the
northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.2152, FARM No.1835 and FARM No.1836, the eastern
boundary of FARM No.1837, the northern and eastern boundary of FARM No.1838, the eastern boundary
of FARM No.2147 and the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.1839 to the northeastern beacon of FARM No.1840. Continue respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries, the
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southern boundaries of FARM No.2146 and FARM No.1841, the eastern boundary of FARM No.1858,
the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.1859, the southern boundary of FARM No.1860, the
eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.1861 and FARM No.1863, the western boundary of farm
MISTLEY ANNEXE No.277 and the eastern boundary of FARM No.284 to its south-eastern beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm MISGUND No.285, to a point on
its eastern boundary that is approximately 235metres north of the first beacon on its eastern boundary
from its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the AMANDLAMBE Traditional Authority boundary,
traversing farm MISGUND No.285, generally west, south and then west, to intersect its western boundary.
Continue respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.2358, the southern
boundary of FARM No.2144, the southern boundary of FARM No.2358, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.1990, the northern boundary of FARM No.1959, the eastern boundary of FARM No.1960, the southern
boundary of FARM No.1964, the eastern boundary of FARM No.2179, the northern, eastern and southern
boundaries of FARM No.1975, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.1986 and FARM No.2179 to the
Secondary Road. Proceed generally south along the Secondary Road (traversing FARM No.2179) to the
start of the IMIQAYI Traditional Authority boundary at the eastern boundary of FARM No.2179. Proceed
(traversing FARM No.2179) along the TA boundary, first south, then east and north at the fork of the
secondary road, for approximately 135metres. Then proceed generally south-westwards (traversing FARM
No.2179) along the IMIQAYI TA boundary, to eventually intersect the northern boundary of farm
MAITLAND No.68. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.2179 and FARM
No.2360, the southern boundary of FARM No.2426, the IMIDUSHANE Traditional Authority boundary, the
western boundary of FARM No.2017 and the western boundary of FARM No.2360, then eastwards along
the IMIDUSHANE Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.2360) to the north-western beacon
of FARM No.2007. Continue generally north-westwards along the IMIDUSHANE Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing FARM No.2360) to rejoin the western boundary of FARM No.2360 at the southeastern beacon of FARM No.2453. Proceed generally northwards, respectively along the western
boundary of FARM No.2360, then westwards along the northern boundary of FARM No.2452 and the
eastern boundary of FARM No.2451 to a point on its eastern boundary, approximately 185metres from its
north-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally west along the AMAGQUNUKWEBE Traditional Authority
boundary, traversing FARM No.2451, to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.1623. Proceed along the
north-western boundary of FARM No.2451, the NGQIKA Traditional Authority boundary, the eastern
boundary of FARM No.1544 and the southern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.1543 to its northeastern beacon. Then proceed generally north-eastwards along the NGQIKA Traditional Authority
boundary, to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.1519. Continue respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM No.2204 (south), FARM No.1515, FARM No.2204 (north), FARM No.1499 and FARM
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm MISTLEY ANNEXE No.277, proceed respectively
along its northern boundary and that of FARM No.278, FARM No.282, FARM No.280 and the southern
boundary of farm NAHOON VIEW to its south-eastern beacon. Continue generally south-eastwards along
the Secondary Street and the NAHOON RIVER to join the western boundary of FARM No.304 along the
river-course Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western beacon and then to a point on the
western boundary of FARM No.305, that is approximately 180metres from the beacon. Then proceed
generally south-eastwards along the southern boundary of the East London Sub-place to intersect the
southern boundary of FARM No.305. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern
boundary of FARM No.304, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm GLENCAIRN No. 604, the
western boundaries of FARM No.640, farm CYRIL LORD No.1212, FARM No.833 and FARM No.832 to
a point on the western edge of the rail-reserve. Proceed generally southwards on the SAPS boundary,
along the western edge of the rail-reserve for approximately 155metres, then deviate generally southwestwards, respectively traversing FARM No.832, FARM No.1404 (extensively, inclusive of the BRIDLE
DRIFT Sub-place), FARM No.850, FARM No.1414 (south-western section) to the south-eastern beacon
of FARM No.838. Continue along the SAPS boundary, generally north-westwards, traversing FARM
No.838 and FARM No.1404, to intersect the northern boundary of FARM No.848 at a point thereon that is
approximately 85metres west of the penultimate north-western beacon of FARM No.838. Proceed west,
respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.848 and FARM No.847, the western boundary of
FARM No.1404 and the southern boundary of FARM No.1409 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM

No.1485, the southern boundary of FARM No.1484, the southern, western and northern boundaries of
FARM No.1483, the northern boundaries of FARM No.1484 and FARM No.1485, the western and northern
boundaries of FARM No.1481, the northern boundary of FARM No.1480, SAPS boundary and the northern
boundary of FARM No.1479 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundary
of FARM No.1478, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.1477 and the western boundaries
of FARM No.1474 and FARM No.1473 to its north-western beacon. Then proceed generally northeastwards along the NGQIKA Traditional Authority boundary to the south-western beacon of FARM
No.700. Proceed along its entire western boundary (on the TA boundary) and traverse its northern section
to the south-western beacon of farm PIRIE FOREST ONE No.2319. Continue (on the TA boundary)
partially along its western boundary and then to the outer-south-western beacon of farm PIRIE
BOSRESERWE TWO No.2315. Proceed (on the TA boundary) along its entire outer-western boundary,
then respectively traversing FARM No.2394 and farm ISIDENGE FOREST RESERVE No.332 to the
penultimate western boundary beacon of farm PIRIE BOSRESERWE TWO No.2315, continuing along its
western boundary to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.101, proceed respectively along the western and
northern boundaries of FARM No.100, the western boundary of FARM No.99, the western and northern
boundaries of FARM No.54, the northern boundary of FARM No.53 and the western, northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.52, to the intersection of its eastern boundary with the TEEBUS RIVER. Proceed
along the TEEBUS RIVER (traversing FARM No.105) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.108.
Continue respectively along its western boundary, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.106
and the northern boundaries of FARM No.1, FARM No.2, farm WELTEVREDEN No.3, FARM No.144,
FARM No.6 and farm GROBBELAARS KUILEN No.7 to its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.9 and FARM No.10 to its north-western beacon.
Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm DOORNFONTEIN No.48, the western
and northern boundaries of FARM No.46 and the northern boundaries of FARM No.44, FARM No.221 and
farm STOCKDALE No.282 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary to its southeastern beacon, then continue approximately 710 metres south-eastwards on the extension of the
boundary, to the start of the Molteno Sub-place boundary. Then traverse farm WELTEVREDE No.222
generally north-eastwards along the Sub-place boundary, to intersect its northern boundary at a point
approximately 1250 metres west of the south-western beacon of farm VISCH FONTEIN No.224. Proceed
along the northern boundary of farm WELTEVREDE No.222, then respectively along the western
boundaries of farms VISCH FONTEIN No.224 and THE GLEN No.243 to its north-western beacon.
Continue respectively along its northern boundary, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.1,
the northern boundary of FARM No.2, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.6, the northern
and eastern boundaries of FARM No.7, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.8 and the
western boundary of farm WOLWE FONTEIN No.9 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively
along its northern and eastern boundaries and the eastern boundaries of FARM No.10, FARM No.11,
FARM No.21 and FARM No.22 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary, the eastern boundary of FARM No.24, and the southern boundaries of farms NOOITGEDACHT

No.2358. Continue extensively along its eastern boundary until its intersection with the AMANDLAMBE
Traditional Authority boundary. Proceed (traversing farm MISGUND No.285) initially east, then generally
north along the AMANDLAMBE Traditional Authority boundary and deviate eastwards thereon to intersect
the eastern boundary of farm MISGUND No.285 at a point on its eastern boundary that is approximately
235metres north of the first beacon on its eastern boundary from its north-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along its eastern and northern boundaries and finally the western boundaries of farms
MISTLEY No.1219 and MISTLEY ANNEXE No.277 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING
point.
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No.152, CHEVY CHASE HILL No.154 and DROOGE FONTEIN No.155 to its south-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern boundary of farm STAFELSBERGS
KLOOF No.156 and the eastern boundary of farm STAFELBERGS VLEY No.157 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed generally southwards on a stream (along the STERKSTROOM Sub-place), traversing
farm MURREL FOUNTAIN No.159, to a point on the western boundary of farm BIRDS RIVER No.175,
approximately 800 metres east of its western beacon. Proceed respectively along its western and southern
boundaries, the eastern boundary of farm BOTTERKOP No.201 and the eastern boundary of farm UYS
No.260 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed (extensively) generally southwards along the NONESI
Traditional Authority boundary to the north-western beacon of farm PROSPECT No.152. Continue
respectively along its northern and southern boundaries and the eastern boundaries of FARM No.154,
farm GREENFOUNTAIN No.156 and farm EVERTON No.158 to a point on its eastern boundary, that is
approximately 1.00 km from its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally eastwards to northeastwards along the HALA Traditional Authority boundary, to join the WIT KEI River, and proceeding on
the river to join the northern perimeter of the XONXA Dam until intersection with the southern boundary of
FARM No.107 and proceeding along its southern boundary to its south-eastern beacon. Continue
generally southwards along the HALA Traditional Authority boundary to rejoin the WIT KEI River. Then
proceed along the WIT KEI River until its confluence with the CACADU River. Continue along the CACADU
River until its next confluence with the WIT KEI River. Continue along the WIT KEI River, through the
north-western beacon of FARM No.130 to eventually join the HALA Traditional Authority boundary, as the
river deviates southwards. Proceed generally north-eastwards along the TA boundary, through the
KwaGcine Sub-place. Continue extensively along the TA boundary until the south-eastern beacon of
FARM No.95. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the southern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.90 to its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed respectively along the western boundaries of
FARM No.44, farms SOUTHEYVILLE No.102, LUBOLO No.103 and NTLONZI No.105 (on the INDWE
River) to its intersection with the QAMATA Traditional Authority boundary. Continue generally eastwards
along the TA boundary, respectively traversing farms NTLONZI No.105 (through the KUNTLONZE Subplace) to intersect its south-eastern boundary and continue eastwards, to traverse farm QAMATA No.107
and then deviate south-westwards for a distance of 1.65 km to the penultimate beacon to the terminal of
the eastern boundary of farm QAMATA POORT No.47. Then proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and the northern boundary of farm QAMATA POORT No.106, to a point thereon, that is
approximately 1.27km west of the south-eastern beacon of farm QAMATA POORT No.47. Then proceed
generally southwards along the TA boundary to join MAIN ROAD R61. Continue generally southwestwards along the R61 to a point on the northern boundary of farm QAMATA POORT No.106, that is
approximately 800 metres from its north-western beacon. Then proceed generally south-eastwards along
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the SAPS boundary (traversing farm QAMATAPOORT No.106) to its inner-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and that of farm SIDUTYENI No.108 and FARM No.343 to its
south-western beacon. Them proceed westwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.117) to
its penultimate north-western beacon. Continue respectively along its western and southern boundaries to
its inner-south-western beacon. Then proceed southwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM
No.347) to the north-western beacon of FARM No.243. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary
of FARM No.347and the eastern boundaries of farms WOODVALE No.253 and FARM No.239 to its southeastern beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.238 to its innsouth-western beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.364) to the northwestern beacon of farm DEEPDELLS No.250. Continue respectively along the eastern boundary of farm
DEEPDELLS ANNEX No.251, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm HENDERSON HEIGHTS
No.252 and the eastern boundaries of farms ANTA No.342 and COVERSIDE No.341 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm BELLROCK No.261, the
western boundary of farm BRAEMAER No.256, the southern and western boundaries of farm
BONCHURCH No.257, the southern boundary of farm BONDCHURCH No.346 and the eastern boundary
of farm THORN GROVE No.17 to the north-eastern beacon of farm GLENFILLAN No.359. Continue
respectively along its northern boundary, the eastern and northern boundaries of farm SPRINGFIELD
No.29, the western boundary of farm BOTER FONTEIN No.19, the southern boundary of FARM No.21
and the southern boundary of farm TABLE FARM No.22 to its inner-south-western beacon. Then proceed
along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm TABLE FARM No.22) to the south-eastern beacon of farm
FLAGSTAFF VALE No.397. Proceed along its southern boundary to the north-eastern beacon of farm
GUILFORD No.399. Then proceed along the Secondary Road (traversing the north-eastern section of
farm GUILFORD No.399 to a point on its eastern boundary that is approximately 3.35 Km from its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms GUILFORD No.399 and
FARM No.406 (eastern section), the southern boundaries of farms ANNEX MELROSE No.405 (southern
section) and FARM No.406 (western section) and the eastern boundaries of farms GALLAWATER No.409
and LANGE DRAAI No.42 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary
and the eastern boundary of farm WATERDOWN No.43 to its intersection with the KLIPPLAAT RIVER.
Then proceed generally westwards along the river (traversing farm WATERDOWN No.43) to the
intersection with its western boundary. Proceed respectively along the western boundary of farm
CLAREMONT A No.45, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm ALLANWATER No.47, the eastern
and southern boundaries of farm GRAFTON No.97, the western and southern boundaries of farm
ELSTOW No.94 and the eastern boundary of farm GLENCAIRN No.102 to its south-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along the northern and western boundaries of farm MEADOW SWEET No.101, the
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northern boundary of FARM No.114, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.21, FARM No.20, FARM
No.1336 and farm GLENELG No.15 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM No.423 and FARM No.422, the northern and western boundaries of FARM No.3 and
the western boundary of farm PLEASANT VIEW EXTENSION No.2 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.1, FARM No.15 and FARM No.14 to its northwestern beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm SUCCESS
No.358 and the western boundary of farm SNOWDALE No.357 to its north-western beacon. Then proceed
respectively along the southern boundaries of farm GRENLANDS No.219, FARM No.216, farm
WINTERBERG SLOPES No.215, FARM No.210, farm THE HOEK No.205, farm VENTNOR OUTSPAN
No.204, farm THE HOEK No.205, farm DELTON No.240, farm HARTEBEEST LEEGTE No.200 and
QUAGGAS HOEK No.199 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary
and that of farms PALMIET FONTYN No.198, NETTLE GROVE No.225 and ROCKLYN No.174 to its
north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundary of FARM No.253, the southern
and western boundaries of farms KLEIN FONTEIN No.163, RATELHOEK No.122 and FARM No.120 and
the western boundary of FARM No.121 to its northern beacon. Proceed generally northwards along the
western boundary of farm RATELHOEK No.122 to intersect the ELANDS River at its next western beacon
and then proceed generally westwards (into the COMMANDO DRIFT NATURE RESERVE) along the
northern edge of the catchment area (traversing farm BREEDLEEGTE No.109) to join the VLEKPOORT
River. Proceed generally north-westwards along the river to intersect the western boundary of farm
BREEDLEEGTE No.109. Continue respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundaries
of farms ROBERTS KRAAL No.1O4, KLIPFONTEIN No.103, FARM No.137, FARM No.136, FARM
No.137, FARM No.135, FARM No.134, FARM No.133 and FARM No.114 to its south-western beacon.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundaries of FARM No.113, FARM
No.112, FARM No.109 and farm SPEELMANSKOP No.22 to its south-western beacon. Continue
respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.105, the southern boundaries of FARM
No.104, FARM No.102 and FARM 101 and finally along its western boundary to its north-western beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm MURREL FOUNTAIN No.159, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary, the western and northern boundaries of farm THYSFONTEIN No.143, the western
and northern boundaries of farm PALMIET FONTEIN No.142, the northern boundary of farm JACKALS
KOP
No.140,
the
western
and
northern
boundaries of farm MOORDENAARS HOEK No.139 and the northern boundary of farm COFFEE
FONTEIN No.138. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farm ENDWELL No.113 and
KIKVORSCH FONTEIN No.115, the western and southern boundaries of farm VLAKFONTEIN No.137
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and the eastern boundary of farm STRY POORT No.166 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of farms UMHLANGA LOCATION No.207, BRAK LEEGTE
No.208, FARM No.273, BLAAUW KRANTZ No.131 and SPIONKOP No.130 to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern boundary of farm THE FLATS No.129 and
the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm KOORN HOEK No.214 and the southern boundaries
of farms STIL FONTEIN No.215 and ROODE HOOGTE No.217 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.949, farm ZUUR HOEK No.948, PETERS VALE
No.774, STRYVLEIU No.773, MORESON No.578, XALANGA No.577, FARM No.85 and FARM No.1 to
its north-western beacon. Continue along its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.2, farm
ROOIPUNT No.1196, FARM No.4 and FARM No.5 to its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed along its
eastern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.76, FARM No.75 and FARM No.74 to its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries, the southern boundary
of FARM No.77, the northern boundary of FARM No.92, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
KILMENY No.496 and the southern boundaries of FARM No.500, farm ANNEX KERERE No.505 and farm
LUCTOR No.506 to the north-eastern beacon of farm WONDERFONTEIN No.605. Proceed respectively
along its eastern boundary and that of farms ROCKLANDS No.607 and MOUNT SHROSBREE No.610,
then respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.613 and FARM No.614 to its southwestern beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms LUCKILY No.647,
CARLSRUHE No.660, RETREAT No.661 and IDA No.835 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed along the
northern and eastern boundaries of farm DE HOEK No.839 and respectively along the eastern boundaries
of farms GOEDE HOOP No.861, TWEEFONTEIN No.862 and BLUEGUM No.863 to its south-eastern
beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms HARTLANDS EXTENSION
No.864, VENTER’S MOED No.876, NOOITVERWACHT No.877, ZWARTFONTEIN No.882, UITVAL
No.883, WELBEDACHT No.884, SMALPOORT No.885, PROSPECT No.929, LEEUW KOP No.930,
BONNIE VALE No.933 and SUNNYSIDE No.934 to its south-western beacon. Then proceed generally
south-westwards along the EMAQWATINI Traditional Authority boundary, through to the north-eastern
beacon of farm SOLOMON No.31. Continue respectively along its northern and western boundaries to its
south-western beacon. Proceed along the INDWE RIVER to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.228.
Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.226 to its south-eastern
beacon. Continue generally south-westwards along the INDWE RIVER to the north-eastern beacon of the
farm BUMBANA No.29. Proceed respectively along its northern and western boundaries to its southwestern beacon, thence along the INDWE RIVER to its south-eastern beacon. Continue along the river to
the south-western beacon of FARM No.28 and then generally southwards (extensively) along the river (on
the EMAQWATINI Traditional Authority boundary), traversing the north-western boundary of farm
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SOUTHEYVILLE No.102 and continuing southwards along the river to respectively traverse the western
and southern perimeter of the LUBISI DAM, traversing FARM No.90 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries and the eastern boundary of FARM No.95 to its
south-eastern beacon. Continue extensively south-westwards along the HALA Traditional Authority
boundary, through the KwaGcine Sub-place, to eventually join the WIT KEI River on the TA boundary,
through the north-western beacon of FARM No.130. Proceed generally north-westwards along the river,
to its confluence with the CACADU River. Continue along the WIT KEI River to the south-eastern beacon
of FARM No.107 and proceed along its southern boundary to join the northern perimeter of the XONXA
DAM. Proceed generally westwards along the perimeter to join the WIT KEI RIVER and continue southwestwards, then westwards along the HALA TA boundary to eventually intersect the eastern boundary of
farm EVERTON No.158 at a point thereon, that is approximately 1.00 Km from its north-eastern beacon.
Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms GREENFOUNTAIN No.156 and FARM
No.154, then respectively the southern and northern boundaries of farm PROSPECT No.152 to its northwestern beacon. Continue (extensively) generally northwards along the NONESI Traditional Authority
boundary to the south-eastern beacon of farm UYS No.260. Proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and that of farm BOTTERKOP No.201, then respectively along the southern and western
boundaries of farm BIRDS RIVER No.175 to a point on its western boundary that is approximately 800
metres east of its western beacon. Proceed generally northwards on a stream (along the STERKSTROOM
Sub-place), traversing farm MURREL FOUNTAIN No.159, to the south-eastern beacon of farm
STAFELBERGS VLEY No.157 and finally along its eastern boundary to the north-eastern beacon of farm
MURREL FOUNTAIN No.159, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the inner-north-western beacon of farm DRAAI FONTEIN No.1120, proceed respectively
along its northern and eastern boundaries, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.1122, farm BEESTE
KRAAL No.1123 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue along the northern extremity of the ELLIOT NU
Sub-place (traversing farm AARDAPPELS RUST No.1125 to its south-western beacon). Then proceed
respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.1200 and farm ARDLUSSA No.1154, the southern
boundaries of farms ESIKOBENI No.1155, GIERIGAAR No.1156 and ONRUST No.1157 to its southeastern beacon. Continue along the middle of the SLANG RIVER (respectively traversing FARM No.1145
and the MALYENI Sub-place), then respectively along the southern boundaries of farms LORA No.1158,
CRAIGNISH No.1159, KONINGS KROON No.1160 and WELBEKENT No.1162 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm PASCUAL No.1140, then
respectively along the western, southern and eastern boundaries of farm SALGAR No.1101 to its northeastern beacon. Continue along the southern boundary of farm DU PLESSIS BANK No.1094, then along
its eastern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.1038, FARM No.1039, FARM No.1037, FARM
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No.1036, farms VERKUIL No.1035, UNION No.1034 and DURMALL No.382 to the internal bend-point
beacon on its southern boundary, then around the southern perimeter of the ELLIOT Sub-place to a point
on the southern boundary of farm LARNE No.380 which is approximately 770 metres from its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms PIET RETREAT
No.379, VASTRAP No.378, FRANCIS WON No.266, PRETORIUS RUST No.265 and WADELANDS
No.234 to its south-east beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms ORIBE
DALE No.360, MBONSENI No.373 and NEKINA No.361 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along the southern boundaries of farm MYOLO HEIGHTS No.362 and FARM No.366, the
western and southern boundaries of farm MATUANA No.367 and the southern boundary of farm UMGA
No.368 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the SINGQUMENI, JUMBA and
BAZIYA Traditional Authority boundaries (respectively traversing the SAPS Area, FARM No.53 and the
SAPS Area again). Continue generally southwards along the MBASHE RIVER, crossing MAIN ROAD R61
along the river and the BAZIYA Traditional Authority boundary until the confluence of the MBASHE and
MGWALI Rivers. Proceed generally westwards along the MGWALI River and the MOSHI Traditional
Authority boundary, departing from the river in generally a southwards direction along the HALA Traditional
Authority boundary and then deviating generally south-westwards thereon, at the crossing of MAIN Road
R408. Continue along the HALA TA boundary to the convergence point of the HALA, AMAHLUBI and
GCUWA Traditional Authority areas. Proceed generally north-westwards along the GCUWA TA boundary
to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.63. Proceed along its eastern boundary and respectively that of
FARM No.244, farm QITSI No.81, QWEBEQWEBE No.80 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM No.255 to a point thereon, approximately 3,7
Km west of its north-eastern beacon. Proceed generally north-eastwards along the JUMBA Traditional
Authority boundary to intersect the QUMANCO River. Then proceed generally south-westwards along the
TA boundary respectively along the river and the southern, western and north-western boundaries of farm
QUMANCO DRIFT No.7 and continuing therefrom, generally north-westwards along the TA boundary
respectively to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.68 and its northern boundary to its north-western
beacon. Continue generally north-westwards along the KWE-GCINA Traditional Authority boundary to the
eastern beacon of farm MBENGE No.18. Proceed along its eastern boundary to its north-eastern beacon.
Proceed along the TA boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM No.10. Continue along its northern
boundary to the south-western beacon of farm ZUUR LEEGTE No.1152. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary, the southern and western boundaries of farm UMGWALANA No.1151, then joining the
KWE-GCINA-XALA Traditional Authority boundary at the south-eastern boundary of farm NGQANQUNDU
No.39 and respectively traversing the eastern sectors of farms NGQANQUNDU No.39, UMTENGWANA
No.2 and CALA PASS No.19 to its north-eastern beacon at the intersection with the R410. Finally, continue
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STARTING at the north-western section of the map, from the point of intersection of the QAMATA
Traditional Authority boundary and the INDWE RIVER, proceed generally eastwards along the QAMATA
TA boundary to the north-western beacon of farm SOUTHEYVILLE No.102. Proceed along its northern
boundary, then along the TA boundary and back to its northern boundary at its central northern beacon.
Continue respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, the northern boundary of FARM No.65,
the north-western boundary of FARM No.98, the western and northern boundaries of farm MTINGWEVU
No.97 and the northern boundary of FARM No.67 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
the northern boundary of FARM No.55 and the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.68 to its
north-eastern beacon. Continue generally south-eastwards along the JUMBA Traditional Authority
boundary to the inner north-western beacon of farm QUMANCO DRIFT No.7. Proceed respectively along
its north-western, western and southern boundaries to its south-eastern beacon. Continue extensively
along the QUMANCO River to the point where the river intersects the JUMBA Traditional Authority
boundary. Then proceed generally south-westwards along the TA boundary to intersect the northern
boundary of FARM No.255 at a point which is approximately 3.7km west of its north-eastern beacon.
Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm QWEBEQWEBE No.80 to its northerneastern beacon. Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm QITSI No.81,
FARM No.244 and FARM No.63 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue generally south-eastwards along
the GCUWA TA boundary to intersect the AMAHLUBI TA boundary. Proceed generally south-westwards
along the AMAHLUBI TA boundary until the MJULA Sub-place, then generally north-westwards along the
AMABHELE TA boundary, mostly on the R409 route, until intersection with the TSOMO River. Proceed
extensively along the TA boundary and the TSOMO River (generally southwards) until the TA boundary
joins the AMAZIZI Traditional Authority boundary at the Secondary Road crossing. Continue generally
southwards along the TA boundary and the TSOMO River, to depart from the river and proceed along the
AMAZIZI TA boundary to the middle of the eastern boundary of FARM No.38 at the Great Kei River.
Proceed generally north-westwards along the Great Kei River, respectively traversing the river-boundaries
of FARM No.38, FARM No.37, FARM No.20, FARM No.19, FARM No.9, FARM No.8 FARM No.7 FARM
No.2 FARM No.114 and farm KEILANDS No.116 to its south-western beacon. Then depart from the river
and proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.245, farms STOCKDRIFT No.272
and HORSEFELL No.273 to its southern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundary of
farm BUSKY DELL No.26 and the southern boundaries of farm BOMBAZAI No.274 and NORTH CLIFF
No.275 to intersect the stream. Proceed generally southwards along the stream (traversing farm

along the TA boundary on the R410, traversing farm DRAAI FONTEIN No.1120 to its inner-north-western
beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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RUNNYMEDE No.303) to the south-eastern beacon of farm DEERCHASE No.302. Proceed respectively
along its southern boundary, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm BITTERNE No.301,
the western boundary of farm UNDERCHURCH No.278, the northern boundary of farm REDCONE No.279
and the southern, western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm HENDERSON RESERVE No.264 to
the north-western beacon of farm BROKEN SLOPES No.265. Continue respectively along its northern
boundary and the western boundary of farm DEEPDELLS No.250 to its north-western beacon. Then
proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.364) to the inner-south-western beacon of FARM
No.238 and continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.364, the
western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.240 and the western. northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.242 to the north-western beacon of FARM No.243. Proceed along the SAPS
boundary (traversing FARM No.347) to the inner-south-western beacon of FARM No.117. Continue
respectively along its southern and western boundaries to its penultimate north-western beacon, then
along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.117) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.343.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm SIDUTYENI No.108 and QAMATA
POORT No.106 to its inner-western beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm
QAMATA POORT No.106) to a point on its northern boundary (at MAIN ROAD R61) that is approximately
800 metres from its north-western beacon. Continue along the R61 and rejoin the northern boundary of
farm QAMATA POORT No.106 at a point thereon, that is approximately 1.27km west of the south-eastern
beacon of farm QAMATA POORT No.47. Proceed respectively along the northern boundary of farm
QAMATA POORT No.106 and the eastern boundary of farm QAMATA POORT No.47 to the penultimate
beacon to its terminal. Proceed generally north-eastwards (traversing farm QAMATA No.107) along the
QAMATA Traditional Authority boundary for approximately 1.65km, then deviate generally westwards
thereon, to intersect the south-eastern boundary of farm NTLONZI No.105, thereafter traversing farm
NTLONZI No.105 generally westwards through the KUNTLONZE Sub-place, to the point of intersection of
the INDWE RIVER with its western boundary. Continue generally northwards along the INDWE RIVER,
respectively co-incident with the western boundaries of farms NTLONZI No.105, LUBOLO No.103 and
SOUTHEYVILLE No.102, to the south-western beacon of FARM No.44. Then proceed along its western
boundary to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.90. Thereafter proceed generally westwards then
northwards, respectively along the southern and western perimeter of the LUBISI DAM, to traverse the
north-western boundary of farm SOUTHEYVILLE No.102 and finally continue generally northwards along
the INDWE RIVER to intersect the QAMATA Traditional Authority boundary, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.63, proceed along its northern boundary and
respectively that of FARM No.62 and FARM No.61 to its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the
SAPS boundary (traversing farm UITZICHT No.3) to the south-western beacon of farm ELANDS KLOOF
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No.135. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the western boundaries of farm GRYSE KOP
No.7 and FARM No.4 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern
boundaries, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm KOPIES KRAAL No.6 and the northern boundary
of farm TWEE FONTEIN No.11 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed generally north-eastwards along the
SAPS boundary, respectively traversing FARM No.13 and FARM No.14 to a point on its northern
boundary, that is approximately 1.165 Km east of its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along
its northern boundary and that of FARM No.15, FARM No.17, farm SALPETER KRANS No.18, FARM
No.339, FARM No.340 and FARM No.359 to the south-western beacon of FARM No.24. Proceed along
its western boundary and respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM No.27, farm
HENNINGSFONTEIN No.29 and FARM No.28 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along
its eastern boundary the northern boundaries of FARM No.31 and FARM No.32 to its north-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.31 and the northern boundaries of farms KRIEGARS HOEK No.43, DROOGE FONTEIN No.42, FARM
No.33 and FARM No.329 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary,
the southern boundaries of FARM No.34 and FARM No.37 and the western boundary of FARM No.133 to
its southern beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of FARM No.105 and continue generally southwestwards (from the south-western beacon of FARM No.108) along the TEEBUS RIVER to its intersection
with southern boundary of FARM No.105. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of
FARM No.110 and the eastern boundaries of farms BEACONSFIELD No.111 and THE KUUR to its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.195, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.198 and the southern boundary of FARM
No.201 to its south-western beacon. Then proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM
No.332, farm ANNEX SOUTH DOORNBER No.259, FARM No.258, farms ANNEX GROEN KLOOF No.19
and GROEN VALLEI No.20 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary
and that of ANNEX GROEN KLOOF No.19 and farm HIGHLANDS No.572 to the south-western beacon
of farm SPES NOVA No.23. Proceed respectively along its western and northern boundaries, the northern
and eastern boundaries of FARM No.111, the western and northern boundaries of farm MANROOS No.34,
the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PAARDE KRAAL No.35 and the northern boundaries of farms
SPRINGBOK VLEI No.38 and FARM No.43 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of FARM No.41 and the northern boundaries of farms MODDER
FONTEIN No.46, VALE END EXTENSION No.45 and RAAS FONTEIN No.152 to its north-eastern
beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary to intersect the VLEKPOORT River. Proceed generally southeastwards along the river (traversing farm BREEDLEEGTE No.109), then generally eastwards along the
northern edge of the catchment area to the beacon on the eastern boundary of farm BREEDLEEGTE
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No.109 at the ELANDS River. Proceed southwards along its eastern boundary, then respectively along
the northern boundaries of farms PALING KLOOF No.323 and BEESHOEK No.326, its eastern boundary
and that of FARM No.325 and the northern boundary of FARM No.328 to its north-eastern beacon.
Proceed along its eastern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.329, FARM No.332 and FARM
No.331, then respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.332 to the north-eastern
beacon of FARM No.511. Proceed respectively along the western boundary of farm CHEVIOT FELLS
No.20 and the northern boundary of FARM No.303 to its north-western beacon. Proceed westwards along
the SAPS boundary, then respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm JORDAANS
KRAAL No.506, the southern boundaries of farms GELUK No.503 and STRYDFONTEIN No.512 and the
eastern boundaries of farms BOSCH KLOOF No.558 and HATTINGS KRAAL No.560 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm BLAAUW HEUVEL No.562,
then the eastern boundary of farm ROOIBERG No.565 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively
along its southern and western boundaries, the southern boundaries of farms PRINS HOEK No.564,
BLOEMFONTEIN No.549 and FARM No.580 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary and that of farm BULLETJES KRAAL No.533 and the southern boundaries of farms
ANNEX PRESENT No.543, GROOT VLEI No.544, FARM No.541 and KORT KORT KLOOF No.545 to its
north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.541 and farm
ANNEX RIET POORT No.540, the southern and western boundaries of farm GROOTE VLAKTE No.536
and the southern boundaries of farms GROOTE HOEK No.450, GARSTLANDS KLOOF No.384,
DROOGE KLOOF No.444, FARM No.448, farm KLIPFONTEIN No.445, ANNEX KLIPFONTEIN No.446,
LANGBAKEN No.447, ZWARTFONTEIN No.441, MORGEN STER No.434 and GROOT KOM No.436 to
its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundaries
of FARM No.608, farms RIET POORT No.430, VERGENOEG No.428 and PETRUSDAL No.425 to its
south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary, the western and northern
boundaries of farm ZUUR KOP No.424, the western boundaries of FARM No.423, BLAAUWE KRANS
No.261, BRAKHOEK No.262, BRONKHORSTFONTEIN No.258 and FARM No.257 and the southern
boundary of farm EXCELSIOR No.255 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along its
western boundary and respectively that of farm ELANDSFONTEIN No.254, FARM No.253, FARM No.319
and FARM No.318 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of farm
SPRING PROPER FONTEIN No.315, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.313, the
southern and western boundaries of FARM No.312, the western boundary of Farm No.307, the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.305 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.304 to
the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.303. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the
eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.224, the southern boundaries of farms ANNEX LOER
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.6, proceed respectively along its northern
boundary and that of FARM No.7 and FARM No.8 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
its eastern boundary, the northern boundaries of FARM No.9, FARM No.10, FARM No.11, FARM No.12,
FARM No.13, FARM No.15, FARM No.16, FARM No.17, FARM No.1193, farms MOUNT ROSE No.20,
MIDDELPUNT No.21, TEMBU VALE No.22, WOODLANDS No.23, WEST THORNTON No.26, SUNART
No.31 and SPES BONA No.32 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundary of farm MOOIDART No.145 and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
ENRWANAZANA RESERVE No.149 to the north-western beacon of farm GROENNEK No.150. Continue
along its northern boundary and respectively that of farms GROENVLEI No.160, GROENHOEK No.167,
RAGHERY No.171, CURRAN No.172, HEUNING NEST HOEK No.197 and VREDE No.198 to its northeastern beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary, then respectively along the northern boundaries of
farm MARYDEALE No.201, FARM No.219, farms WELGEVONDEN No.220, AFGUNST No.221, KORT
VLEI No.222 and MIDDELPLAATS No.223 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along its
eastern boundary and that of farm FOUGHT FOUR No.225, the SAPS Area, farm ONGEGUND No.233
and WADELANDS No.234 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary
and that of farms PRETORIUS RUST No.265, FRANCIS WON No.266, VASTRAP No.378 and PIET
RETREAT No.379 to its south-western beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of farm LARNE
No.380 for approximately 770 metres, then around the southern perimeter of the ELLIOT Sub-place to the
internal bend-point beacon on the southern boundary of farm DURMALL No.382. Continue respectively
along its southern boundary and that of farms UNION No.1034 and VERKUIL No.1035, FARM No.1036,
FARM No.1037, FARM No.1039, FARM No.1038, farm DU PLESSIS BANK No.1094 to its south-western
beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm SALGAR
No.1101 to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms
PASCUAL No.1140 and WELBEKENT No.1162 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
its southern boundary and that of farms KONINGS KROON No.1160, CRAIGNISH No.1159, LORA
No.1158, then along the middle of the SLANG RIVER (respectively traversing the MALYENI Sub-place

POORT No.225 and ANNEX KNOFFELHOEK No.227 and the eastern, southern and western boundaries
of farm ANNEX MODDERFONTEIN No.226 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the
southern and western boundaries of FARM No.220, the southern and western boundaries of FARM
No.149, the southern boundary of FARM No.148, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
OPPERMANS KRAAL No.147, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm KRUYGERS
BAAKEN No.146, and finally the western boundaries of farm ALPHEN No.145, FARM No.64 and FARM
No.63 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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and FARM No.1145) and along the eastern boundary of farm ONRUST No.1157 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm GIERIGAAR KASTEEL
No.1156 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm ESIKOBENI No.1155, then respectively along the western boundaries of farms KEVITS HOEK
No.1148 and GELDT MAAKENS KLOOF No.1126 to its north-western beacon. Proceed along the
northern extremity of the ELLIOT NU Sub-place (traversing farm AARDAPPELS RUST No.1125 to its
south-western beacon) and then respectively along the western boundary of farm ZUUR MELK FONTEIN
No.1124, the southern and western boundaries of farm SCHOONGEZICHT No.1119 and the southern
boundaries of farm LEMOEN VLEY No.475 and FARM No.479, then deviating south-westwards
(traversing farm DRAAI FONTEIN No.1120) along the KWE-GCINA-XALA Traditional Authority boundary
on the R410, to the north-eastern beacon of farm CALA PASS No.19. Continue along the TA boundary
(traversing the eastern sectors of farms CALA PASS No.19, UMTENGWANA No.2 and NGQANQUNDU
No.39), then joining the south-eastern boundary of farm NGQANQUNDU No.39 to its south-eastern
beacon. Continue respectively along the south-western boundary of farm UMGWALANA No.1151, the
western boundary of farm ZUUR LEEGTE No.1152 and the north-western boundary of FARM No.10 to its
western beacon. Then continue to proceed along the GQUTYINI TA boundary to the north-eastern beacon
of farm MBENGE No.18 and along its north-eastern boundary to its eastern beacon. Continue generally
south-eastwards along the JUMBA Traditional Authority boundary, to the north-western beacon of FARM
No.68. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.55 to the north-eastern
beacon of FARM No.67. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the northern and western
boundaries of farm MTINGWEVU No.97, the north-western boundary of FARM No.98, the northern
boundary of FARM No.65 and the eastern and northern boundaries of farm SOUTHEYVILLE No.102 to
its north-western beacon. Proceed generally westwards along the QAMATA Traditional Authority boundary
to intersect the INDWE RIVER. Continue generally northwards along the INDWE RIVER (on the
EMAQWATINI Traditional Authority boundary) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.28, then
respectively along the river to the south-eastern beacon of farm BUMBANA No.29, thence along the river
to its south-western beacon, then along its western and northern boundaries to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue generally north-eastwards along the INDWE RIVER to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
No.226. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.228 to its north-eastern
beacon. Proceed generally northwards along the INDWE River to the south-western beacon of farm
SOLOMAN No.31. Proceed along its western and northern boundaries to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue along the EQOLOMBENI Traditional Authority boundary to the south-eastern beacon of farm
OVERTON No.953 Then proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms SUNNYSIDE
No.934, BONNIE VALE No.933, LEEUW KOP No.930, PROSPECT No.929, SMALPOORT No.885,
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm RUIGTE VLEI No.392, proceed along its northern
boundary and respectively that of farms BURGHLEY HILLS No.395 and BRAK RIDGE No.394 to its northeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.719 to join
the SAPS boundary after its first terminal northern beacon. Proceed generally northwards, then southeastwards along the SAPS boundary to the north-western beacon of farm ROOY RUG No.400. Proceed
along its northern boundary, then generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary to join Main Road
R368. Proceed generally eastwards along the R368 to join the river at the NOOITGEDACHT Road
intersection. Proceed generally south-eastwards along the river, through the Salt Pan, intersecting
BETHELSDORP ROAD and continuing generally south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary to join the
Railway Line. Then cross the N2 and join STANFORD Road to proceed generally northwards along
KEMPSTON Road and continue along the GRAHAMSTOWN Road until the Railway Crossing. Then
proceed generally eastwards along JOHN TALLANT Road (M3) to the Low Water Mark. Proceed generally
southwards along the Low Water Mark, deviating generally south-eastwards at the Harbour and continuing
along the Low Water Mark, passing SUMMERSTRAND and the eastern edge of CAPE RECIFE. Continue
generally westwards along the Low Water Mark, respectively adjacent to the southern edge of the CAPE
RECIFE NATURE RESERVE, MARINE DRIVE (M4), the southern edge of the SARDINIA BAY NATURE
RESERVE and the SYLVIC NATURE RESERVE to the south-eastern beacon of farm BUSHY PARK
No.26. Proceed along its southern boundary on the LWM, to its south-western beacon. Continue
respectively along the southern boundary of FARM No.28 (east) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the
LWM, the southern boundary of FARM No28 (central) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the
southern boundary of FARM No.28 (west) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern
boundary (on the LWM) of farm BEACH VIEW No.487, the southern boundary (on the LWM) of farm

WELBEDACHT No.884, UITVAL No.883, ZWARTFONTEIN No.882, NOOITVERWACHT No.877,
VENTER’S MOED No.876, HARTLANDS EXTENSION and BLUEGUM No.863 to the south-western
beacon of FARM No.859. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm KIPPERSOL
No.860 to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the southern, western and northern
boundaries of farm MOORES VALE No.840 and the northern boundary of FARM No.841 to its northeastern beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm SPITZKOP No.608, then respectively along
its northern boundary and that of FARM No.499, FARM No.498, FARM No.497, FARM No.495 and FARM
No.494 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundary of FARM No.493,
the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.93, the northern boundary of FARM No.73, the
southern and western boundaries of FARM No.72 and finally the western boundary of FARM No.6 to its
north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm KUEBUNG No.53, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and the southern boundary of Farm THABA CHICHA No.52 to its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed generally due east along the BAKOENA Traditional Authority boundary and along the
MORULANE RIVER on the SAPS boundary, traversing Farm SEQOBONG No.54, to intersect its innereastern boundary and proceed south-eastwards along its inner-eastern boundary for approximately 2.55
Km. Then proceed southwards (still along the BAKOENA TA boundary), traversing farm SEQOBONG
No.54, to the north-western beacon of FARM No.81. Proceed along its northern boundary for
approximately 2.9 Km, then due north (traversing farm SEQOBONG No.54) along the BAKOENA TA
boundary, for approximately 1.7 Km, then north-eastwards to intersect its outer-eastern boundary at a
point approximately 1.33km from its outer-north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
eastern boundary and the southern boundary of farm QHOBOSHEANENG No.49 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Continue along the KINIRA RIVER route, respectively along the western boundaries of
FARM No.7 (across the R56 Main Road) and FARM No.8, deviating south-westwards along the SAPS
Boundary at the south-western sector of FARM No.8 boundary, to join the Secondary Road at Mt Fletcher.
Proceed generally north-eastwards along the Secondary Road, traversing FARM No.31, then deviate
generally south-westwards (parallel to the R56) traversing the Matolweni Commonage, to eventually rejoin
the Secondary Road at Mt Fletcher. Proceed generally westwards along the Secondary Road and then
deviate generally southwestwards on the approach to the R56, to traverse the Khotlong Commonage
enroute. Continue southwestwards until the Santini Commonage and then deviate generally westwards,

MAITLAND MINES No.478, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern boundary (on the LWM) of
FARM No.477 to its south-western beacon. Proceed west along the SAPS boundary on the LWM to the
river mouth. Proceed generally northwards along the river to traverse FARM No.493 (keeping west of VAN
STADENS ROAD) and proceed to the outer-south-eastern beacon of farm YELLOWWOODS No.642.
Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.493 (eastern section) and FARM No.678,
the southern and western boundaries of farm WOODRIDGE No.628, the western boundaries of FARM
No.458, FARM No.462, FARM No.464, FARM No.463 and farm VAN STADENS RIVER EAST No.419,
the southern boundaries of FARM No.422 and FARM N o.421 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, to a point on the southern boundary of farm
BOSCHFONTEIN No.390, that is approximately 520metres west of the north-western beacon of FARM
No.421. Continue west along its southern boundary to the river, then internally within its south-western
corner (so as to exclude it) to the intersection of its western boundary with the river, to then proceed
respectively along its western boundary and that of farm RUIGTE VLEI No.392 to its north-western beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
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to join the R56. Proceed generally southwards along the R56 (traversing FARM No.76), until the northeastern beacon of FARM No.48 (northern section). Then proceed generally south-eastwards along the
SAPS Boundary (traversing FARM No.72 and FARM No.73), extensively on the AMAHLUBI Traditional
Authority boundary, until the point of intersection of the AMAHLUBI and MAKAULA Traditional Authority
areas at the north-western beacon of FARM No.306. Continue respectively along the western boundaries
of FARM NO.306 and FARM No.94 on the AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary, then departing
from the western boundary of FARM No.94 on joining the MAKAULA Traditional Authority boundary
(traversing FARM No.94) until it joins the TINA RIVER on intersection with the eastern boundary of FARM
No.80, approximately 1.15 Km from its north-eastern beacon, at the start of the HLUBI Traditional
Authority boundary. Proceed generally southwards along the SAPS / HLUBI Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing FARM No.80) until the north-western corner beacon of farm ETWA PLANTATION
No.47. Proceed along its western boundary to its south-western corner beacon and continue generally
southwards along the SAPS / HLUBI Traditional Authority boundary, traversing FARM No.48 (southern
section) and joining the SAPS / NORTHERN PONDOMISE Traditional boundary. Proceed generally
southwards along this boundary (co-incident with the SAPS Boundary) until intersection with the eastern
boundary of farm THE FALLS No.138, approximately 950metres from its north-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm TSITSA No.139, to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue generally eastwards along the SAPS / NGCELE Traditional Authority boundary and
along the course of the ITSITSA River, until this river joins and follows the course of the INXU River.
Proceed along this course, respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.119, FARM No.120
and FARM No.117. Then proceed along the western boundary of FARM No.117 to its south-western
corner beacon. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS / ASENTSHONALANGA and AMAZIZI
Traditional Authority Boundary on the course of the INXU River, and then generally southwards along a
tributary of the river (as FARM No.88 is passed) at the EMAQA / KAMBANI Traditional Authority Boundary
in the DALIBANGO area. Continue generally southwards along the river course and the SAPS Boundary
on the AMAZIZI and EMAQA / KAMBANI Traditional Authority Boundary, then deviate from the river
course along MATOLANDILE / ZIMELELANDILE Traditional Authority Boundary and the KWAQALA,
MBINJA and LUTUTU and KUMANGUNKONE areas, to intersect the SINGQUMENI Traditional Authority
Boundary at the south-eastern corner beacon of farm UMGA HEAD No.368. Proceed respectively along
its southern boundary and that of FARM No.367, FARM No.366, farm MYOLO HEIGHTS No.362, to its
south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.361, farm
MBONSENI No.373, FARM No.360, Farm UMGANA No.351 and Farm EVIAN No.349 to the southeastern corner beacon of farm MURCHISON No.350. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary
and that of farms MAIDENHEAD No.333, DELEMONT No.332 and PALMERSTON No.331 to its south-
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western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundary of
farm BUSTARD VALE No.326, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm ROETS VALE No.330.
Proceed respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries and the southern boundary of farm
ROMANEL No.329 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundary
of farm ODAIRN No.328 and the southern and western boundaries of farm MALOJA No.299 to its northwestern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern, western and northern boundaries of
farm KATHLAMBA No.297 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the
western boundaries of farms MOUNT ENTERPRISE No.296, SNOWYSIDE No.250, MOOIRIVIER HEAD
No.198, MOUNT HOPE No.197, ROCKY DELL No.159, PONDO GATES No.158, BEN FARRADAY
No.122, BEN LYELL No.121, FARM No.376, farms MOUNTAIN SIDE No.76, AURORA PEAK No.55,
WETTERHORN No.54, MOUNT HUXLEY No.53, BERNINA No.43 and NEWTON PEAK No.26 to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of FARM No.25 and then respectively
along its western boundary and that of farms GLENCOE No.24, GLYN LYNDEN No.23 and LEHANA’S
PASS No.1 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and northern
boundaries of farm TENAHEAD No.24 and then generally northwards along the SAPS / western
AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary (adjacent to the RSA / LESOTHO International Boundary) to
the south-western corner beacon of FARM No.46. Continue along its western boundary and the western
AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary (adjacent to the RSA / LESOTHO International Boundary) to
the south-western corner beacon of FARM No.48. Continue respectively along its western boundary and
that of FARM No.53 and the AMAHLUBI Traditional Authority boundary (adjacent to the RSA / LESOTHO
International Boundary), to the north-western corner beacon of farm KUEBUNG No.53, which is the
STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm ZAAYFONTEIN No.80, proceed along the eastern
boundary (co-incident with Northern and Eastern Cape Provincial Boundary) of farm DAPPERFONTEIN
No.79, to a point thereon, that is approximately 15metres from its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed
generally northwards along the Provincial Boundary (traversing farm DAPPERFONTEIN No.79) to the
point of convergence of the Provincial boundaries of the of Eastern Cape, Northern Cape and the Free
State. Proceed generally southwards along the Eastern Cape / FREE State Provincial Boundary to the
north-eastern beacon of farm DAPPERFONTEIN No.79. Continue on the FREE STATE / EASTERN CAPE
Provincial Boundary, respectively traversing farms WASCHBANK No.274 (western section), H.F
VERWOERDDAM No.523, WASCHBANK No.274 (eastern section), GOODHOPE No.315, GRAMPIAN
HILLS No.522, FARM No.190, farm EENZAAMHEID No.106, farm BOSDUIFKLOOF N.522, farm
EENZAAMHEID No.106, GOODLANDS No.83, KARREEBOOM No.516, SAPS Boundary, the eastern
boundary of farm PANDAM No.515, the southern boundary of farm DAMFONTEIN No.518, farm
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BETHULIE No.303, farm BOSHISMANSPOORT N0.10, BORDERLANDS No.242, WINTERHOEK
No.514, DAMFONTEIN No.341 and GROOT RIVIER No.445 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM No.256, FARM No.1250 and farm HONING KRANS
No.26, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PAARDEN LEEGTE No.29, the northern boundaries
of farms BAD SPRUIT A No.2 (west), BADSPRUIT No.4, BAD SPRUIT A No.2 (east), BAD SPRUIT No.5,
KRAAI POORT No.7 and PONT PLACE No.8, FARM No.9 and FARM No.10, the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm AKERMANS KRAAL No.11, the northern boundaries of farm MELKS SPRUIT No.12,
FARM No.60, farms MEER KRAAL No.16, BANK FONTEIN No/17 and LUSTHOF No.18 to its northeastern beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern and eastern boundaries
of farm DRIE HOEK No.53, , the northern boundary of the LADY GREY Sub Place (traversing farm
FRANCINA No.52), the eastern boundaries of farms FRANCINA No.52 and NAUDES FONTEIN No.54,
the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm ROODE WAL No.96, the southern boundary of
farm KLIPPE SPRUIT No.93, the northern and eastern boundaries of farms WELTEVREDE No.117, ZUUR
VLAKTE No.121 and WINDVOGEL SPRUIT No.128, the eastern boundary of farm GOEDE HOOP
No.182, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PATRYS HEUVEL No.183, the northern, eastern
and southern boundaries of farm GROOT KRAAL No.23 and the eastern boundary of farm RHEEDERS
KOP No.52 to the northern beacon of FARM No.50. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the
eastern and southern boundaries of farms PROSPECT No.49 and VAN DER MERWES FONTEIN No.62,
the southern boundary of farm PRONKS BERG No.60, the eastern boundary of farm ALLEMANS RUIGTE
No.101, the southern boundaries of farms SALPETERKOP No.102 and ALLEMANS POORT No.103 and
the eastern boundaries of FARM No.104, farms FRERE DELL No.108, BUFFELS FONTEIN No.150, KLIP
KRAAL No.151 and DROOGE FONTEIN No.155 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
its southern boundary and that of farm CHEVY CHASE HILL No.154, the southern, western and northern
boundaries of farm NOOITGEDACHT No.152, the western boundary of farm BUFFELS FONTEIN No.150,
the western and northern boundaries FARM No.105, the western boundaries of farms FRERE DELL
No.108, PISA No.107, ALLEMANS POORT No.103, ROODE HOOGTE No.58 and MOOIGELEGEN No.
57 to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundary of farm
STREEPFONTEIN No.237, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm STIRY POORT No.238, the
eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm ZWART FONTEIN No.239, the southern boundary of
farm ROODE HOEK No.242, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.5, the southern
boundaries of farms WILGE FONTEIN No.226, WELGEVONDEN No.287 and GOEDE HOOP No.225, the
western boundaries of farms THE GLEN No.243 and VISCH FONTEIN No.224 and the northern boundary
of farm WELTEVREDE No.222 to a point thereon that is approximately 1250metres west of the southwestern beacon of farm VISCH FONTEIN No.224. Then traverse farm WELTEVREDE No.222 generally
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south-westwards along the Molteno Sub-place boundary to a point on the eastward linear extension of the
eastern boundary of farm STOCKDALE No.282, that is approximately 710metres east of its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed respectively to its south-eastern beacon, its eastern boundary, the southern boundaries
of farms DROOGE VLAKTE OUTSPAN No.216 and DROOGEVLAKTE No.215, the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm WONDER BOOM No.246, the southern boundaries of FARM No.101, FARM No.107,
FARM No.106 and FARM No.104 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern
boundaries of FARM No.109 and FARM No.111, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.112
(north), the eastern boundary of FARM No.112 (south), the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM
No.119 and FARM No.116, the southern boundaries of FARM No.147 (east), FARM No.127, FARM
No.147 (west), the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.139 and the eastern, southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.129 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.131, the eastern boundary of FARM No.132, the eastern and
southern boundaries of FARM No.107 and the southern boundary of FARM No.132 to its south-western
beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.133 and farm VAN VUURENS
KRAAL No.84, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of FARM No.83, the southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.82, the southern boundary of FARM No.143, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.35, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.38, the western boundaries of FARM No.35 and
FARM No.37 and the southern boundary of FARM No.31 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
respectively along the southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM No.34, the western boundaries
of FARM No.32, FARM No.144, FARM No.33, FARM No.6 and FARM No.5, the southern and western
and boundaries of farm BOSJESMANS POORT No.153, the western boundary of FARM No.194 and the
southern boundary of farm KLIPPKRAAL No.128 to its south-western beacon. Proceed generally northeastwards along the western boundaries of the COLESBERG and VENTERSTAD Sub-places
(respectively traversing farms DRIEFONTEIN No.130 and KLIPKRANS No.188 to the outer-western
beacon of farm ROODE WAL No.126. Continue respectively along its western boundary, the southern and
western boundaries of farm BULTFONTEIN No.124, the western boundary of farm MIEREFONTEIN
No.88, the southern and western boundaries of the VENTERSTAD / COLESBERG Sub-place, the western
boundary of farm KNYPFONTEIN No.89 and finally the western boundary of farm ZAAYFONTEIN No.80
to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm RUIGTE VLEI No.392, proceed along its northern
boundary and respectively that of farms BURGHLEY HILLS No.395 and BRAK RIDGE No.394 to its northeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.719 to join
the SAPS boundary after its first terminal northern beacon. Proceed generally northwards, then southeastwards along the SAPS boundary to the north-western beacon of farm ROOY RUG No.400. Proceed
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along its northern boundary, then generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary to join Main Road
R368. Proceed generally eastwards along the R368 to join the river at the NOOITGEDACHT Road
intersection. Proceed generally south-eastwards along the river, through the Salt Pan, intersecting
BETHELSDORP ROAD and continuing generally south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary to join the
Railway Line. Then cross the N2 and join STANFORD Road to proceed generally northwards along
KEMPSTON Road and continue along the GRAHAMSTOWN Road until the Railway Crossing. Then
proceed generally eastwards along JOHN TALLANT Road (M3) to the Low Water Mark. Proceed generally
southwards along the Low Water Mark, deviating generally south-eastwards at the Harbour and continuing
along the Low Water Mark, passing SUMMERSTRAND and the eastern edge of CAPE RECIFE. Continue
generally westwards along the Low Water Mark, respectively adjacent to the southern edge of the CAPE
RECIFE NATURE RESERVE, MARINE DRIVE (M4), the southern edge of the SARDINIA BAY NATURE
RESERVE and the SYLVIC NATURE RESERVE to the south-eastern beacon of farm BUSHY PARK
No.26. Proceed along its southern boundary on the LWM, to its south-western beacon. Continue
respectively along the southern boundary of FARM No.28 (east) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the
LWM, the southern boundary of FARM No28 (central) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the
southern boundary of FARM No.28 (west) on the LWM, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern
boundary (on the LWM) of farm BEACH VIEW No.487, the southern boundary (on the LWM) of farm
MAITLAND MINES No.478, the SAPS boundary on the LWM, the southern boundary (on the LWM) of
FARM No.477 to its south-western beacon. Proceed west along the SAPS boundary on the LWM to the
river mouth. Proceed generally northwards along the river to traverse FARM No.493 (keeping west of VAN
STADENS ROAD) and proceed to the outer-south-eastern beacon of farm YELLOWWOODS No.642.
Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.493 (eastern section) and FARM No.678,
the southern and western boundaries of farm WOODRIDGE No.628, the western boundaries of FARM
No.458, FARM No.462, FARM No.464, FARM No.463 and farm VAN STADENS RIVER EAST No.419,
the southern boundaries of FARM No.422 and FARM N o.421 to its south-western beacon. Proceed
generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, to a point on the southern boundary of farm
BOSCHFONTEIN No.390, that is approximately 520metres west of the north-western beacon of FARM
No.421. Continue west along its southern boundary to the river, then internally within its south-western
corner (so as to exclude it) to the intersection of its western boundary with the river, to then proceed
respectively along its western boundary and that of farm RUIGTE VLEI No.392 to its north-western beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm HAARHOFFS KRAAL No.180, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and that of FARM No.185, farm GRASSRIDGE No.187 and the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm GRINGLY No.188 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue eastwards along the
Secondary Road, traversing FARM No.715, then respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries
of farm GRASSRIDGE No.190, the eastern boundary of farm AMANZI ANNEX No.229, the northern
boundary of farm MOOI WATER No.296, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PAPENKUILS
VLEY No.299, the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm KLEIN GRAS RUG No.317 to its
south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.321, the northern
and eastern boundaries of FARM No.567 and farm SUNDRIDGE No.561, traversing the western strip of
FARM No.33, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.585, to a point on its southern boundary
that is approximately 250metres from its south-western beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the
link-road between the R367 and the R75, to intersect the southern boundary of FARM No.586. Continue
north-westwards along the southern boundary of FARM No.586.Then proceed respectively along the
northern and western boundaries of FARM No.719, the northern boundaries of farms BRAK RIDGE
No.394, BURGHLEY HILLS No.395 and RUIGTE VLLEI No.392 to the south-western beacon of FARM
No.389. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm WINCANTON ESTATE No.333,
FARM No.722 and FARM KRUIS RIVIER No.337, the southern and western boundaries of farm DE
BRANDT No.338, the eastern boundary of farm SPRINGFIELD No.339, the southern and western
boundaries of farms GLENCRAIG No.341 and MATHEWS PLACE No.342 to its north-western beacon.
Continue respectively along the eastern, southern, western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
GROENDAL No.343 to the north-western beacon of farm MATHEWS PLACE No.342. Proceed
respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, the northern boundaries of farms GLENCRAIG
No.341 and SPRINGFIELD No.339, the eastern boundary of FARM No.349, the western boundary of farm
NEW HILL No.284, the southern and western boundaries of farm HILL PLACE N.286, the western and
northern boundaries of FARM No.236 to the south-western beacon of farm PAARDE KOP No.235. Finally,
proceed respectively along its western boundary, and the southern and western boundaries of farm
HAARHOFFS KRAAL No.180 to its south-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of farm COEGA KAMMAS KLOOF No.191, proceed along its
northern boundary and continue (traversing FARM No.716) the north-western beacon of FARM No.717.
Proceed southwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.717), online to the eastern boundary
of farm COEGA KAMMAS KLOOF No.191 COEGA KAMMAS KLOOF No.191, to a point on that boundary,
which is approximately 200metres south of its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS
boundary, traversing FARM No.717 online to the north-western beacon of FARM No.627. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundary of FARM No.627 and the western boundary of farm BARKLY
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BRIDGE SCHOOL LOT No.194 (eastern section) to the mid-northern beacon of farm BARKLY BRIDGE
SCHOOL LOT No.194 (western section). Proceed west along the SAPS boundary, then northwards
traversing FARM No.634, online with the eastern boundary of farm T’ ZOETGENEUGD No.192, to the
north-western beacon of the panhandle boundary of FARM No.634. Continue respectively along the
northern boundary of the panhandle of FARM No.634, the northern boundary of farm BARKLY BRIDGE
SCHOOL LOT No.194 (eastern section), the southern boundary of farm THE PENHURST RAILWAY
RESERVE No.133, the southern boundary of FARM No.644 and the western boundaries of FARM No.676,
farm KLEIN VETMAAK VLAKTE No.193 and farm HARVEYTON No.197 to its south-western beacon.
Proceed along the northern edge of the Railway Reserve, deviating to the north-western beacon of farm
LOGAN BRAES No.203. Continue along its northern boundary to the south-eastern beacon of farm
HARVEYTON No.197 and proceed generally south-eastwards, respectively along the SONDAGS RIVER
and the north-eastern boundary of farm LOGAN BRAES No.203 to the north-western beacon of FARM
No.643. Then proceed along its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.308 and farm
SCHELM HOEK No.311 to its north-eastern beacon and proceed northwards along the Colchester
Secondary Road, respectively along the eastern boundary of farm INGLESIDE No.215, the southern
boundary of farm OLIPHANTS PLAAT No.214, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm VETMAAK
VLAKTE No.312 to its south-western beacon. Proceed generally south-westwards along the SAPS
boundary, on a linear extension of the southern boundary of farm VETMAAK VLAKTE No.312, to its
intersection with a line between the south-western beacon of FARM No.308 and the south-eastern beacon
of farm SCHELM HOEK No.311, such intersection being approximately 160metres east of the southeastern beacon of farm SCHELM HOEK No.311. Continue generally south-westwards, respectively along
the SAPS boundary, the southern boundaries of farm SCHELM HOEK No.311 and FARM No.308 to its
south-western beacon. Proceed generally south-westwards along the Low Water Mark throughout, until
the northern edge of the road reserve of JOHN TALLANT ROAD (M3). Then proceed generally westwards
along the northern edge of the M3 until its intersection with the eastern edge of the Railway Reserve.
Proceed generally north-westwards along the eastern edge of the Railway Reserve until the intersection
with the northern edge of the M10 Road Reserve. Proceed along the SAPS Boundary to the northern
beacon of FARM No.33 (southern section), then along its northern boundary to its western beacon and
continue along the southern edge of the Railway Reserve to the intersection with DIBANISA MAIN ROAD
(M7). Continue generally north-eastwards along the M7, traversing FARM No.33 and deviating generally
westwards along the SWARTKOPS RIVER (within FARM No.33) to the south-eastern beacon of farm
SUNDRIDGE No.569. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries, the western
boundary of FARM No.566, the southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM No.434, the western
boundary of farm COEGAS KOP No.316, the southern and western boundaries of farms
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WELBEDACHTSFONTEIN No.300 and GRASSRIDGE No.228 and finally the western boundaries of
farms GRASSRIDGE No.227 and COEGA KAMMAS KLOOF No.191 to its north-western beacon, which
is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm HAARHOFFS KRAAL No.180, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and that of FARM No.185, farm GRASSRIDGE No.187 and the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm GRINGLY No.188 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue eastwards along the
Secondary Road, traversing FARM No.715, then respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries
of farm GRASSRIDGE No.190, the eastern boundary of farm AMANZI ANNEX No.229, the northern
boundary of farm MOOI WATER No.296, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PAPENKUILS
VLEY No.299, the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm KLEIN GRAS RUG No.317 to its
south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.321, the northern
and eastern boundaries of FARM No.567 and farm SUNDRIDGE No.561, traversing the western strip of
FARM No.33, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.585, to a point on its southern boundary
that is approximately 250metres from its south-western beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the
link-road between the R367 and the R75, to intersect the southern boundary of FARM No.586. Continue
north-westwards along the southern boundary of FARM No.586Then proceed respectively along the
northern and western boundaries of FARM No.719, the northern boundaries of farms BRAK RIDGE
No.394, BURGHLEY HILLS No.395 and RUIGTE VLLEI No.392 to the south-western beacon of FARM
No.389. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm WINCANTON ESTATE No.333,
FARM No.722 and FARM KRUIS RIVIER No.337, the southern and western boundaries of farm DE
BRANDT No.338, the eastern boundary of farm SPRINGFIELD No.339, the southern and western
boundaries of farms GLENCRAIG No.341 and MATHEWS PLACE No.342 to its north-western beacon.
Continue respectively along the eastern, southern, western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
GROENDAL No.343 to the north-western beacon of farm MATHEWS PLACE No.342. Proceed
respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, the northern boundaries of farms GLENCRAIG
No.341 and SPRINGFIELD No.339, the eastern boundary of FARM No.349, the western boundary of farm
NEW HILL No.284, the southern and western boundaries of farm HILL PLACE N.286, the western and
northern boundaries of FARM No.236 to the south-western beacon of farm PAARDE KOP No.235. Finally,
proceed respectively along its western boundary, and the southern and western boundaries of farm
HAARHOFFS KRAAL No.180 to its south-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the south-western beacon of FARM No.419, proceed generally southwards along the
JUMBA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing the SAPS area) to the outer-north-western beacon of
FARM No.53. Continue along the TA boundary (traversing FARM No.53) to the south-western beacon of
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FARM No.102. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the southern and eastern boundaries
of farm GQOGQORA No.380, the southern boundary of FARM No.102 (again), the southern boundary of
FARM No.433, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.76, the northern boundary of FARM
No.115 and the northern boundary of farm SIBANGWENI No.38, then onto the MASIZAKHE Traditional
Authority boundary, until it converges with the MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary at the intersection
of secondary roads. Continue extensively, generally southwards along the MHLANGA TA boundary
(traversing farm SIBANGWENI No.38) to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.48. Proceed along its
eastern boundary to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the south-western boundary of
farm SIBANGWENI No.38, (crossing the N2 and FARM No.62), the outer-south-western boundary of
FARM No.39 to join MAIN ROAD R61 and the NGQUBUSINI Traditional Authority boundary along its
southern boundary. Then deviate generally southwards (on the NGQUBUSINI Traditional Authority
boundary) at the recess of the southern boundary and continue generally southwards along the TA
boundary (traversing FARM No.98) to eventually join the western boundary of FARM No.98 at its
intersection with the secondary road, approximately 300 metres south of the south-eastern beacon of
FARM No.36. Then proceed respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.98 and FARM No.182
to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundary of FARM No.62, the
western and northern boundaries of FARM No.93, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.64,
the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.65, the eastern boundary of farm QINGQOLO, the
northern boundaries of farm NTLANGASO No.54, FARM No.67, farms WILO No.69, NCENDUNA No.71,
MAPUZI No.58 and MQANDULI No.49. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary (including that of
FARM No.30) and that of farm NTONJANE No.48, FARM No.206 and farm MNCWASA No.38, to the
intersection with the TSHEZI Traditional Authority boundary. Continue generally westwards along the
TSHEZI TA boundary, respectively traversing farm MNCWASA No.38 and FARM No.206 to join the southeastern boundary of farm MNCWAZA EAST No.40 at the intersection with the XWANGU Secondary road,
approximately 615 metres from its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms MNCWAZA EAST No.40 and SIKOLOKOTA No.54 on the JALAMBA Traditional
Authority boundary, which deviates generally westwards from a point on the eastern boundary of farm
SIKOLOKOTA No.54 that is approximately 270 metres from its north-eastern beacon. Proceed generally
westwards along the JALAMBA TA boundary (traversing farm SIKOLOKOTA No.54) to its north-western
boundary and continue respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.73, the southern
boundary of FARM No.168, the eastern and northern boundaries of FARM NO.77, the northern boundary
of farm ORANSAY No.57 and the northern boundary of FARM No.59 to its north-western beacon and
continue along the JALAMBA Traditional Authority boundary to the north-western beacon of FARM No.61.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary, the northern boundary of FARM No.65, the northern
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boundary of FARM No.64, then along the TA boundary to the northern boundary of FARM No.158 and the
northern boundary of FARM No.68, to join the NGQWANGELE Traditional Authority boundary on the
DIKENI secondary road. Proceed generally north-westwards along the TA boundary, respectively
traversing FARM No.79, then joining its western boundary at the MANGWENI secondary road, then
departing from the western boundary of FARM No.79 at the CELESI secondary road along the
GCALEKWA / NGCHANA TA boundary (traversing FARM No.179) until re-joining the western boundary
of FARM No.79 at the DUDANI secondary road and continuing therefrom along the northern boundary of
FARM No.74 and departing therefrom along the TA boundary at NCAMBEZANA secondary road to
intersect the western boundary of FARM No.79 at the DUDANI Sub-place. Continue generally northwards
along the QIYA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.79 and crossing the XORA RIVER),
to the south-western beacon of FARM No.226 (at the MAFAKATHINI secondary road). Proceed along its
western boundary to join the ELLIOTDALE secondary road. Proceed generally north-eastwards on the this
road along the QIYA TA boundary (traversing FARM No.226), then depart from the road at MABHANA,
along the TA boundary and generally westwards, to rejoin the western boundary of FARM No.226 and
thereafter proceed respectively along the southern boundary of FARM No.78 and the northern boundary
of FARM No.242, until the TA boundary departs from this northern boundary and deviates southwestwards (traversing FARM No.242), across the MJIKWENI secondary road, and eventually deviating
generally eastwards to cross the eastern boundary of FARM No.242 and partially traverse FARM No.74
to the rejoin the eastern boundary of FARM No.242 and proceed thereon to its south-eastern beacon at
the MBASHE RIVER. Then proceed on the MBASHE RIVER, respectively along the southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.242, the southern boundary of FARM No.40, the eastern boundary of FARM
No.236, the southern boundary of FARM No.42 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.236
to its south-western beacon. Continue along the MBASHE RIVER on the TA boundary to the south-eastern
beacon of farm TYALARA No.42. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries on the
MBASHE RIVER, crossing the N2 thereafter and proceeding generally north-westwards along the
MBASHE RIVER and continuing thereon generally northwards from the confluence of the MBASHE and
MGWALI Rivers. Continue along the MBASHE RIVER on the BAZIYA Traditional Authority boundary,
crossing MAIN Road R61, to eventually converge with the south-western boundary of FARM No.53. Then
traverse FARM No.53 and cross its north-western boundary to finally proceed to the south-western beacon
of FARM no.419, which is the STARTING point.
Starting from the intersection of the of the MBASHE RIVER and the south-eastern boundary of the
AMAQWATI Traditional Authority area, proceed generally eastwards along the MTHATHA / BITYI SAPS
boundary to intersect the south-western corner of the BAZIYA Traditional Authority area. Continue along
the southern boundary of the TA area to intersect the XONGORA RIVER. Proceed eastwards along the
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.31, proceed respectively along its northern
boundary and that of FARM No.159, farms BIPA No.48 and NTSHANGASE No.63, then deviating along
the AMANTHANGASE Traditional Authority boundary generally northwards onto MAIN ROAD R394
(traversing farm NTSHANGASE No.63 and FARM No.182) to the south-western beacon of farm FORT
DONALD No.1. Continue along the TA boundary on the southern boundary of farm FORT DONALD
No.1farm NTSHANGASE No.63, then generally eastwards along the road, traversing farm BULEMBU
PLANTATION No.15 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally eastwards along the river,
respectively traversing the southern section of FARM No.189 and farm NTSHANGASE No.63, to then
depart from the river and join the AMANTSHANGASE Traditional Authority boundary and the SAPS
boundary (generally southwards) to the south-western beacon of farm ENKANTOLO No.59. Continue
along the TA / SAPS boundary (generally south-eastwards), respectively traversing farms NTSHANGASE
No.63 and FARM No.184, then crossing the R61and proceeding within the southern section of FARM
No.212 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the TA / SAPS boundary,
respectively traversing FARM No.184, FARM No.48, farm QASA No.45, FARM No.207, then along the
eastern boundary farm QASA and along the MTENTU RIVER, then along the eastern boundary of farm
LOWER MKETENGENI No.44 and along the MTENTU RIVER, then along the northern boundary of FARM
No.153 and along the MTENTU RIVER, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.85 and FARM

TA boundary and the river, then depart from the river and continue along the southern TA boundary to the
intersection of the JUMBA, MATYENGQINA and BAZIYA Traditional Authority areas. Continue along the
northern boundary of the MATYENGQINA TA to the south-western beacon of FARM No.52. Proceed
along its southern boundary (and the TA boundary) to its south-eastern beacon and then continue
generally south-eastwards along the MTHATHA / BITYI SAPS boundary, to its intersection with the
northern boundary of the MATYENGQINA Traditional Authority boundary. Continue generally southeastwards along the TA boundary to its north-eastern corner at the intersection with the railway. Proceed
generally southwards along the railway to its intersection with the secondary road, then continue along the
QOKOLWENI/ZIMBANE Traditional Authority boundary to intersect the western boundary of FARM
No.111. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.116, FARM No.38 and
FARM No.230 to the northern beacon of FARM No.40. Proceed respectively along its north-western
boundary and that of FARM No.239 and FARM No.42 to its intersection with the MBASHE RIVER.
Proceed generally north-westwards (crossing the N2) along the MBASHE RIVER to its confluence with
the MGWALI RIVER. Continue generally northwards along the MBASHE RIVER through its confluence
with the XUKA RIVER and proceed northwards along the MBASHE RIVER to its intersection with the
south-eastern boundary of the AMAQWATI Traditional Authority area, which is the Starting point.
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No.86 and along the MTENTU RIVER and the northern boundary of farm MKAMBATI No.8 and the
MTENTU RIVER to its mouth at the INDIAN OCEAN LOW WATER MARK (LWM). Continue generally
south-westwards along the LWM, traversing the eastern boundary of farm MKAMBATI No.8 to the
MSIKABA RIVER MOUTH. Proceed generally south-westwards along the LWM, adjacent to the eastern
boundaries of FARM NO.89 (including FARM No.135) and FARM No.93, to the MZINTLAVA RIVER
MOUTH. Continue generally south-westwards along the LWM adjacent to the eastern boundary of FARM
No.204, to the MNTAFUFU RIVER MOUTH. Proceed in the same direction along the LWM adjacent /
along the eastern boundary of farm KAYALETHU TRADING SITE No.35, to its south-eastern beacon.
Proceed south-westwards along the LWM to intersect the MVUMELWANO Traditional Authority boundary.
Then proceed generally north-westwards along the TA boundary to join the southern boundary of farm
KAYALETHU TRADING SITE No.35 and proceed respectively thereon, the southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.216 (including the southern boundary of FARM No.73) and along the MZIMVUBU
RIVER, the southern boundary of FARM No.209, the western boundary of FARM No.95, the southern
boundary of FARM No.112, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.364, the southern boundary
of FARM 110 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.359 to its north-western beacon.
Continue along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.331, the western boundary of FARM
No.215, the northern boundary of FARM No.57, the western boundaries of farm SIPHAQENI No.37 and
LUTULINI No.54, the northern boundary of farm XOPOZO No.56 and the southern boundary of farm
ELWANDLANE FARM No.39 to its intersection with the AMANCI Traditional Authority boundary. Proceed
generally north-westwards along the AMANCI Traditional Authority boundary, traversing farm
ELWANDLANE FARM No.39, then respectively along its northern boundary and the TA boundary, then
traversing farm CAMTSHOLO PLANTATION No.29 and respectively along its northern boundary and the
southern boundary of FARM No.159 to its south-western beacon. Continue generally south-westwards
along the NTLENZI Traditional Authority boundary, traversing farm MZIMHLAVA FARM No.38 and then
generally eastwards along the NTLENZI Traditional Authority and SAPS boundaries, to the north-western
beacon of FARM No.31, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.75, proceed along its northern boundary and
around the perimeter of the MTABANTU Subplace, along the boundary of the NORTHERN-PONDOMISE
Traditional Authority Area, to the south-western beacon of FARM No.82. Proceed intermittently along its
western boundary, whilst consistently adhering to the BASUTO Traditional Authority boundary and
respectively traversing FARM No.82, FARM No.83 and FARM No.87 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
no.80. Continue along the BASUTO TA boundary, respectively traversing farm NTABODULI
PLANTATION No.48 and FARM No.85, to the south-western beacon of farm ETWA PLANTATION No.47.
Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western beacon and then generally northwards along the
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HLUBI Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.80) to the point of convergence with the
MAKAULA TA boundary and the TINA RIVER on the eastern boundary of FARM No.80. Continue
generally south-eastwards along the TINA RIVER, respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM
No.80, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.84, the northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.247, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.87 and farm MAHLUNGULU No.79, the northern
boundaries of FARM No.99 and FARM No.77 and the western boundary of farm MHLANGALA No.97 to
its north-western beacon. Then proceed generally eastwards along the MAKAULA Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing farm MHLANGALA No.97) to the north-western beacon of FARM No.232. Proceed
respectively along the western boundary of FARM No.234 to its north-western beacon, its northern
boundary and then along the MAKAULA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.234) to join
the AMACWERA Traditional Authority boundary at the intersection with the eastern boundary of FARM
No.234. Proceed southwards along its eastern boundary and continue along the AMACWERA TA
boundary (traversing FARM No.219) and again along the eastern boundary of FARM No.234 to its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.58, FARM No.236 and
farm NCUMBE No.49 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm NGCOLO No.48 (co-incident with the LWANDLOLUBOMVU Traditional Authority
boundary) to a point approximately 680 metres north of the north-western beacon of farm EDUNGU No.47.
Continue generally south-westwards along the LWANDLOLUBOMVU Traditional Authority boundary
(traversing farm NGCOLO No.48) to the north-eastern beacon of farm MBOKOTWANA no.106 at the TINA
RIVER. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, then on the IZITSA RIVER along the eastern
and southern boundaries of FARM No.53, the southern boundaries of FARM No.55 and FARM No.67, to
its south-western beacon. Continue generally south-westwards along the MHLANGA Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing FARM No.68) to join the southern boundary of FARM No.68 and proceed thereon to
its south-western beacon. Then proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.3 and
FARM No.451 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary and continue along the
MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary to join the MASIZAKHE Traditional Authority boundary and
revert thereon to the southern boundary of FARM No.451, then respectively along the southern boundary
of FARM No.114, the northern boundary of FARM No.115, the eastern and northern boundaries of FARM
No.76, the southern boundaries of FARM No.433 and FARM 102, the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm GQOGQORA No.380 and the southern boundary of FARM No.102 (again) to its south-western
beacon. Continue along the JUMBA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.53) to the outernorth-western beacon of FARM No.53. Proceed generally northwards along the TA boundary (traversing
the SAPS area) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.419. Proceed along its southern boundary and
the MATOLANDILE / ZIMELELANDILE Traditional Authority boundary, then departing from the southern
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boundary of FARM No.419 as the T A boundary begins its traverse generally north-eastwards through
FARM No.419 and eventually deviating westwards to intersect its western boundary. Continue respectively
along its western boundary, the southern boundary of FARM No.385, the northern boundaries of FARM
No.574, FARM 569 and FARM No.393 and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.117
to north-western beacon of FARM No.120. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western
boundaries of FARM No.119, farms NDZEBE No.7 and NXOTWE No.58 and FARM No.73 to its northwestern beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along the southern boundary of FARM No.74 and the
southern and western boundaries of FARM No.75, to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING
point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of FARM No.58, proceed along its northern boundary and the
MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary, to its ante-penultimate northern beacon. Proceed generally
north-eastwards along the MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary, traversing FARM No.68, to intersect
its eastern boundary. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.58, FARM
No.57, farms MHLANGANISO No.32 and MTOMBI No.36 and FARM No.43 to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.46, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.49, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.47, the eastern boundary
of FARM No.33, then along the MANZAMHLOPE Traditional Authority boundary, the southern boundary
of FARM No.33, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.40 and FARM No.42, the eastern and southern
boundaries farm NTSONYENI No.86 to its intersection with the MCWEBENI Traditional Authority
boundary. Proceed generally southwards respectively along the TA boundary, traversing FARM No.304,
then along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.308, then along the NDLUZULA Traditional Authority
boundary, traversing FARM No.47, then respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM
No.308, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.304 and FARM No.314 and the northern boundary of FARM
No.273, then along the middle of the MNENU RIVER to the MNENU RIVER MOUTH and then to the
INDIAN OCEAN LOW WATER MARK (LWM). Proceed generally south-westwards along the LWM
traversing the mouth, then farm LUCINGWENI No.99 (respectively from its eastern boundary to its
northern boundary, then across its southern boundary, then from its southern to northern, then southern
and western boundaries). Continue along the LWM, respectively traversing the mouth, farm LUCINGWENI
No.99, FARM No.101, FARM No.273, FARM No.277, FARM No.279 and FARM No.284 until it intersects
with the middle of the MTATA RIVER at the river mouth. Continue generally north-westwards along the
middle of the MTATA RIVER, adjacent to the western boundary of FARM No.284, the eastern, southern
and western boundaries of farm MATSHEZI No.93, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.94,
the southern boundary of farm MABOMVANA No.91, the southern and western boundaries of FARM
No.85, the western boundary of FARM No.82, the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.78, the
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southern boundaries of FARM No.234 and FARM No.221, the southern and western boundaries of FARM
No.67 and FARM 55, the western boundary of FARM No.51, the southern and western boundaries of
FARM No.54, the southern boundary of FARM No.185 to its south-western beacon. Continue similarly
along the southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM No.182 and the southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.98 to the start of the NGQUBUSINI Traditional Authority boundary, approximately
300metres from the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.37. Proceed generally northwards along the
NGQUBUSINI TA boundary, traversing FARM no.98 and crossing its northern boundary into FARM No.39,
to join MAIN ROAD R61. Proceed generally westwards along the NGQUBUSINI TA boundary on the R61,
traversing FARM No.39, to its outer-south western beacon. Continue extensively along its western
boundary, then cross the N2 and the southern boundary of FARM No.62 to the south-western beacon of
farm SIBANGWENI No.38. Proceed extensively along its western boundary to intersect the MHLANGA
Traditional Authority boundary. Continue generally eastwards to northwards along the TA boundary,
traversing farm SIBANGWENI No.38, then deviate generally north-eastwards along the road and continue
eastwards (at the next road intersection) along the southern boundary of FARM No.451 co-incident with
the MHLANGA TA boundary, to intersect the western boundary of FARM No.63 and the N2. Then proceed
generally northwards along the eastern boundary of FARM No.63 (and the N2). Deviate generally northwestwards along the MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary, respectively traversing FARM No.63, farm
SIBANGWENI No.38 and FARM No.451, to join the SAPS boundary, first north-eastwards, then
northwards (traversing farm SIBANGWENI No.38) and then north-eastwards, traversing farm
SIBANGWENI No.38 and FARM No.63. Proceed on MHLANGA TA line on the N2, respectively along the
eastern boundaries of FARM No.63, FARM No.108 and finally FARM No.3 to the north-western beacon of
FARM No.58, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.47, proceed on the MVUMELWANO Traditional
Authority boundary, respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.34, the
northern boundary of FARM No.36, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.85, the eastern
boundary of farm ZINONGA No.37, the southern boundary of FARM No.216 and the western boundary of
farm KAYALETHU TRADING SITE to the Indian Ocean Low Water Mark (LWM). Continue generally southwestwards along the LWM, adjacent respectively to FERRY POINT ROAD, the MZIMVUBU RIVER
MOUTH, PORT ST JOHNS GOLF COURSE, SILAKA NATURE RESERVE, the southern boundary of
farm CAGUBA No.55, FARM No.26, the MNGAZI RIVER MOUTH, the southern boundary of farm
CAGUBA No.55, the MNGAZANA RIVER MOUTH, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.43
and the eastern and southern boundaries of farm BENWELL No.46 to the MNENU RIVER MOUTH. Then
proceed generally north-westwards from the LWM, respectively along the middle of the MNENU RIVER
and the western boundaries of farm BENWELL No.46 and FARM No.135 to the south-western beacon of
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FARM No.47. Proceed along its southern boundary to its intersection with the NDLUZULA Traditional
Authority boundary. Then proceed generally northwards along the TA boundary, traversing FARM No.47,
to its intersection with the western boundary of FARM No.47. Proceed along the TA boundary (co-incident
with the western boundary) until the TA boundary becomes the MCWEBENI Traditional Authority
boundary. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM No.33 (both co-incident
with the TA boundary) until the point on the western boundary of FARM No.33 that is approximately
360metres from its south-western beacon. Then proceed along the TA boundary (departing from the
western boundary) to the south-western beacon of farm NTSONYENI No.86. Proceed respectively along
its southern and eastern boundaries to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.42. Continue respectively
along the western boundaries of FARM No.70 and FARM No.36 to the south-western beacon of FARM
No.33. Proceed generally northwards along the MANZAMHLOPE Traditional Authority boundary,
traversing FARM No.36, until co-incident with its western boundary, then departing therefrom and
traversing FARM No.33 briefly to rejoin the western boundary of FARM No.36 to its north-western beacon.
Finally, proceed along the western boundary of FARM No.34 to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.47,
which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm MERRYDALE No.14, proceed respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms GROENE FOUNTAIN No.11, BOTHAS LEEGTE No.10, ONGELUKS
KRANS No.9, WATERFALL No.8 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary to its
outer-eastern beacon, then along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm No.678) to the south-western
beacon of farm KIANGHAS DRIFT No.7. Continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries
of FARM No.679, the northern boundaries of farms ENGLISH DRIFT No.23 and vaderlandsch
wilgeboom No.25, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm RHENOSTER HOOK No.26,
the southern boundary of FARM No.186, the western and northern boundaries of farm GREYS GIFT
No.27, the eastern boundary of farm BEZUIDENHOUDS KRAAL No.29, the northern boundaries of farms
KODOO KLOOF No.33 and DELLWN No.31, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm BUCKLANDS
No.108, the northern boundary of farm SCHRIKWATERS POORT No.109, the western and northern
boundaries of farm DASSIES SCHEUR No.110, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
CARRIG NA GUNNIEL No.111, the eastern boundary of farm DASSIES SCHEUR No.110, the northern
boundaries of farms OUTSPANNING No.116 and LOWESTOF No.115 to the south-western beacon of
farm BALLYSAGGART No.112. Proceed respectively along its western, northern and eastern boundaries
and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm TANDERAGEE No.113, the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm BALLINAFAD No.114, the eastern boundaries of farms WIRRASTHREW
No.118 and ATHLONE No.119, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm COMMITTEES DRIFT
No.120, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm BRIDGEWATER No.205, the northern boundary of
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farm THE HILLS No.206, the western boundaries of farms BLAAUW DRIFT No.207 and FARM No.208,
the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.209, the eastern boundary of farm BLAAUW DRIFT
No.207, the northern boundaries of farms BUFFELS DRIFT No.210 and KOODOO KOP No.211, the
western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm SOUTHEYS HOEK No.212, the eastern boundary of
farm KOODOO KOP No.211, the northern boundaries of FARM No.612 and FARM No.611, the northern
and eastern boundaries of farm HUNTS HOEK OUTSPAN No.213, the SAPS boundary, the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm HUNTS HOEK OUTSPAN No.213 and the eastern and southern boundaries
of FARM No.611 to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM
No.612, the northern boundary of farm MARANATHA EXTENSION No.364, the northern, eastern and
southern boundaries of farm MARANATHA MISSION No.366 (eastern section), the southern boundaries
of FARM No.604 and MARANATHA MISSION No.366 (western section) to its south-western beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm TOWER HILL No.363,
the southern boundary of farm GILEAD No.361, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
KOMSFOUNTAIN No.360, the eastern boundary of FARM No.663, the northern boundary of FARM
No.356, the eastern boundaries of farms PIGOT PARK No.350 and BRENTHOOK No.367, the eastern
and southern boundaries of farm NURNEY No.368, the southern boundaries of farm BLAAUWKRANTZ
OUTSPAN No.370, FARM No.369 and FARM No.371, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
YENDALLA No.378, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm ROCKRIDGE No.459 and the southern
boundaries of FARM No.687, FARM No.602 and FARM No.603 to the north-western beacon of farm
WESLEY WOOD No.179. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.448, FARM
No.449, farm HOPEWELL No.451, FARM No.453 and FARM No.455, the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm 666, the eastern boundaries of farm SPRING GROVE No.295 and FARM No.461 to
the south-western beacon of farm GLENFILLAN No.293. Continue along the KAGIEGA RIVER (traversing
FARM No.461 westwards) and then along the eastern boundary of farm SPRING GROVE No.295 to its
south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern boundary of farm
FARMERFIELD No.549, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm BUSHFONTEIN No.548
and the southern boundary of farm SALEM No.498 to its south-western beacon. Continue generally
westwards along the BOESMANS RIVER (respectively traversing farms KIKUJU ESTATES No.646 and
EMSLIE No.494) to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.645. Proceed along its entire southern
boundary and continue generally westwards along the BOESMANS RIVER, respectively traversing farms
EMSLIE No.494, SANDLEGTE No.207, FARM No.626, farms ROODEKOP No.491 (eastern section), DE
RUST No.492, ROODEKOP No.491 (western section), DRIE KOPPEN No.198, KOMGAS MOUTH
No.490, DE HOOP No.199, AVOND RUST No.195, ALUIN KRANTZ WEST No.196, KRANTZ HOEK
No.197, ALUIN KRANTZ WEST No.196 (again), FARM No.489, farm KOPPPIE ALEEN No.186, FARM
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No.431, FARM No.402, farm WOODBURY No.488, farm BUSHMANS RIVER No.394, farm WOODBURY
No.488 (again), the eastern boundary of farm SCHAAP HOEK No.175, FARM No.408, the northern
boundary of FARM No.388, the southern boundary of farm WOODBURY No.488, into farm WOODBURY
No.488 (again) and STILGENOEGEN No.483 to the south-western beacon of farm SCHIET KOP No.482.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary, the southern boundaries of farms KLEIN DEAL ANNEX
No.285, KLEIN DEAL No.279 (eastern section) and FARM No.625 to the north-western beacon of farm
RETREAT No.284 (eastern section). Then proceed generally north-westwards along the BOESMANS
RIVER, respectively traversing FARM No.625 and FARM No.634, to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
No.42. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of FARM No.634 and KLEIN DEAL No.279
(western section) to the south-eastern beacon of farm PAARDENFONTEIN No.281. Proceed respectively
along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.282, BRAKFONTEIN No.311 and FARM No.448 to its
point of intersection with the southward linear extension of the western boundary of farm BRAKFONTEIN
No.311. Then proceed northwards along the SAPS boundary (on the mentioned linear extension), to the
south-western beacon of farm BRAKFONTEIN No.311. Continue along its southern boundary (on the N10)
to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.448, then generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm BRAKFONTEIN No.311, to a point on its northern boundary that is approximately 1.865km
west of its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western boundary
of farm WILGERFONTEIN No.151, the southern and western boundaries of farm MAJIES KRAAL No.149,
the southern and western boundaries of farm FAIRVIEW No.146, the southern and western boundaries of
FARM No.144 and the western boundary of farm JUNCTION DRIFT No.60 to the south-western beacon
of FARM No.145. Continue respectively along its western and northern boundaries, the northern boundary
of farm JUNCTION DRIFT No.60, the northern boundary of FARM No.597 and the western boundary of
farm STEENBOKS HOEK No.59 to its northern beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and
western boundaries of farm ELLENDE No.58, the western boundary of farm BEDROEFD KLEIN No.57,
the northern boundary of farm UITKOMST No.15, the western and northern boundaries of farm UITKYK
No.12 and finally the western boundary of farm MERRYDALE No.14 to its north-western beacon, which is
the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.75, proceed along its northern boundary and
around the perimeter of the MTABANTU Subplace, along the boundary of the NORTHERN-PONDOMISE
Traditional Authority Area, to the south-western beacon of FARM No.82. Proceed intermittently along its
western boundary, whilst consistently adhering to the BASUTO Traditional Authority boundary and
respectively traversing FARM No.82, FARM No.83 and FARM No.87 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM
no.80. Continue along the BASUTO T A boundary, respectively traversing farm NTABODULI
PLANTATION No.48 and FARM No.85, to the south-western beacon of farm ETWA PLANTATION No.47.
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Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western beacon and then generally northwards along the
HLUBI Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.80) to the point of convergence with the
MAKAULA T A boundary and the TINA RIVER on the eastern boundary of FARM No.80. Continue
generally south-eastwards along the TINA RIVER, respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM
No.80, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.84, the northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.247, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.87 and farm MAHLUNGULU No.79, the northern
boundaries of FARM No.99 and FARM No.77 and the western boundary of farm MHLANGALA No.97 to
its north-western beacon. Then proceed generally eastwards along the MAKAULA Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing farm MHLANGALA No.97) to the north-western beacon of FARM No.232. Proceed
respectively along the western boundary of FARM No.234 to its north-western beacon, its northern
boundary and then along the MAKAULA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.234) to join
the AMACWERA Traditional Authority boundary at the intersection with the eastern boundary of FARM
No.234. Proceed southwards along its eastern boundary and continue along the AMACWERA TA
boundary (traversing FARM No.219) and again along the eastern boundary of FARM No.234 to its southeastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM No.58, FARM No.236 and
farm NCUMBE No.49 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm NGCOLO No.48 (co-incident with the LWANDLOLUBOMVU Traditional Authority
boundary) to a point approximately 680 metres north of the of the north-western beacon of farm EDUNGU
No.47. Continue generally south-westwards along the LWANDLOLUBOMVU Traditional Authority
boundary (traversing farm NGCOLO No.48) to the north-eastern beacon of farm MBOKOTWANA no.106
at the TINA RIVER. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, then on the IZITSA RIVER along the
eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.53, the southern boundaries of FARM No.55 and FARM
No.67, to its south-western beacon. Continue generally south-westwards along the MHLANGA Traditional
Authority boundary (traversing FARM No.68) to join the southern boundary of FARM No.68 and proceed
thereon to its south-western beacon. Then proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM
No.3, FARM No.108 FARM No.63 (along the N2), then deviating generally south-westwards to south onto
the MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing farm SIBANGWENI No.38), then a minor
deviation south-westwards into FARM No.451, thereafter deviating south-eastwards across the N2, to join
the eastern boundary of FARM No.63 until a western deviation across the N2, to the south-eastern beacon
of FARM No.451. Proceed along its southern boundary and the MHLANGA Traditional Authority boundary
to deviate south-westwards along the road at the road -intersection, to join the MASIZAKHE Traditional
Authority boundary and revert thereon to the southern boundary of FARM No.451, then respectively along
the southern boundary of FARM No.114, the northern boundary of FARM No.115, the eastern and northern
boundaries of FARM No.76, the southern boundaries of FARM No.433 and FARM 102, the eastern and
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southern boundaries of farm GQOGQORA No.380 and the southern boundary of FARM No.102 (again)
to its south-western beacon. Continue along the JUMBA Traditional Authority boundary (traversing FARM
No.53) to the outer-north-western beacon of FARM No.53. Proceed generally northwards along the TA
boundary (traversing the SAPS area) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.419. Proceed along its
southern boundary and the MATOLANDILE / ZIMELELANDILE Traditional Authority boundary, then
departing from the southern boundary of FARM No.419 as the T A boundary begins its traverse generally
north-eastwards through FARM No.419 and eventually deviating westwards to intersect its western
boundary. Continue respectively along its western boundary, the southern boundary of FARM No.385, the
northern boundaries of FARM No.574, FARM 569 and FARM No.393 and the western, northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM No.117 to north-western beacon of FARM No.120. Proceed respectively
along its northern boundary, the western boundaries of FARM No.119, farms NDZEBE No.7 and NXOTWE
No.58 and FARM No.73 to its north-western beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along the southern
boundary of FARM No.74 and the southern and western boundaries of FARM No.75, to its north-western
beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm KLAREFONTEIN No.1 (western section), proceed along
its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.6, farms KLAREFONTEIN No.1 (eastern section),
ENSLINS RUST No.4 and JERICO No.37 to its north-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of FARM No.8, the northern boundary of farm DE SCHUUR No.9, the
western and northern boundaries of farm DRIEFONTEIN No.10, the western and northern boundary of
farm BRAAK KUIL No.11, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm No.12, the eastern boundary of
FARM No.13 and the northern boundaries of farms ANNEX DIEP KLOOF No.14 and FARM No.15 to its
north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm DALVEEN
No.18, the northern boundary of FARM No.17, the western boundary of FARM No.20, the northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM No.21, the northern boundary of FARM No.22, the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.24, the eastern boundary of farm NOOITGEDAGT No.25, the northern boundary
of farm REQUEST No.317 and the northern and eastern boundaries of farm KNOFFELHOEK No.29 to its
south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farm BLAAUWEWATER
No.67, FARM No.66 (western section) and BLAAUWEWATER No.67 (again), the northern and eastern
boundaries of FARM No.66 (eastern section), the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.70, the
eastern boundary of farm GOUDFONTEIN No.72, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.73,
the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.75, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.517, FARM
No.527, FARM NO.526, FARM No.147, FARM No.148, farm ANNEX KLIPFONTEIN No.146 and FARM
No.243 to the western beacon of farm BRONKORSTFONTEIN No.258. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary, the eastern and southern boundaries of farms ROOI KOP A No.244 and
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STYLFONTEIN No.247 and the eastern boundaries of farm BRINKSDALE No.251 and SPRING GROVE
No.348 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms UPPER
WATERKLOOF No.352, FARM No.356, FARM No.353, farms ADJOINING GROOT VALLEY No.358,
ADJOINING ZUUR KLOOF No.359, FARM No.360 and FARM No.361 to its south-eastern beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.362, the eastern and southern boundaries
of farm MORGENSTER No.363, the southern boundaries of farms BUFFELS HOEK No.368, FARM
No.369, farm PAARDEFONTEIN No.371, FARM No.372 and FARM No.373 to its south-western beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms SLEGTGENOEG B No.467, NOODHULP
No.468 and FARM No.464 to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally south-westwards along
the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BLAKERIDGE ANNEX A No.465 to the north-eastern beacon of
FARM No.528. Proceed along its northern boundary to a point approximately 675metres east of its northwestern beacon. Then proceed generally southwards, traversing FARM No.528, on a linear extension of
the western boundary of FARM No.46 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its western
boundary, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.496, the eastern boundary of FARM No.494,
the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm WHEATLANDS HOUSE No.497 and the eastern
boundaries of FARM No.494, FARM No.498 and farm BAVIAANS KRANS No.500 to the south-western
beacon of FARM No.77. Continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.3,
the northern boundaries of FARM No.4 and farm MARTYRFORD No.5, the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm WELGEVONDEN No.6 and SOLFERINO No.7, the northern boundary of FARM No.31,
the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM No.113 and the northern boundary of FARM No.114 to its
north-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally in a westerly direction along the Secondary Road,
traversing FARM No.114, to its intersection with the western boundary. Proceed respectively along the
western boundary of FARM 114, the northern and western boundaries of FARM No.115, the eastern
boundary of FARM No.95, the northern boundary of farm MOEDERZOONS KRAAL No.96, the northern,
eastern and southern boundaries of farm KRANTZ POST No.185, the eastern boundaries of farms TAFEL
KOP LEEGTE No.186, GROENE LEEGTE No.164, REPTON No.228 and FARM No.296 to the northwestern beacon of farm RIETRIVIER No.230. Continue respectively along its northern and eastern
boundaries, the eastern boundary of farms DWAAS No.232, the eastern and southern boundaries of
FARM No.279, the north-eastern boundary of farm DROOGE KLOOF No.280, the western boundary of
farm DEEP DRIFT No.18, the eastern boundaries of farms ZWART NEK No.17 and RIETFONTEIN No.52
to its mid-eastern beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary, on a southward linear extension of
the eastern boundary of farm RIETFONTEIN No.52, traversing FARM No.693 to intersect its southern
boundary at a point approximately 1.325km east of its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along
the northern boundaries of FARM No.602 and farm CLEARWATER No.77, the northern and eastern
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boundaries of farm GEELHOUTBOOM No.78 and the eastern boundaries of farms GLENCONNER
No.153, THE VLEI No.151, LOWLANDS No.149, THE WELLS No.171, ADOLPH’S POORT EAST No.172
and VERVOLG No.244 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary,
the eastern and southern boundaries of farm WILDEPAARDEHOEK No.245, the southern boundaries of
FARM No.247 and farm FEBRUARIE No.248, the eastern and southern boundaries of farms
TYGERHOEK BERG No.276 and ZUNGAH No.274 and the southern boundaries of farms SCHAAP
PLAATS No.252, DE GUNST No.253, AFGUNST No.255, BOSCH RIVIERS BERG No.256 and NOAGA’S
BERG No.257 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm BLAAUWKOP RANTE No.215, the eastern boundary of farm DE HOEK No.216, the
eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.256 (eastern section) and the southern boundary of FARM
No.256 (western section) to its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundary
of FARM No.201, the northern boundary of FARM No.2, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm
No.235, the eastern boundary of farm KRUISRIVIER No.236, the northern, eastern, southern and western
boundaries of farm SPANRIET GAT No.237 and the southern boundary of farm WHITE RUGGENS
No.238 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm DRINKWATERS KLOOF No.239, the southern boundaries of FARM No.247 and FARM No.204, the
southern and western boundaries of farm QUACHAS VLAKTE No.203, the western boundaries of farms
NIEUWE KLOOF No.202 and VAAL WATER No.200, the southern boundary of farm NIET VOORBY
No.171 and the western boundary of farm ADJOINONG WELBEDACHT No.170 to its north-western
beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms NAHOOGTE No.167, ANNEX
WELGEBOSCH No.166, RUIGTE FONTEIN No.160 and ANNEX SCHILPADBEEN No.159, the southern
and western boundaries of farm KNOB PUNT No.157 and the western boundaries of FARM No.252 and
farm REBOSCH RAND No.156 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern
boundaries of FARM No.268, FARM No.155, FARM No.153, farms MILNERSDALE ANNEXE No.152,
MILNERSDALE WEST ANNEX No.151, CHERIDOUWS POORT No.150, UITNOOD ANNEX No.149,
GERUSTE LEWEN ANNEXE No.146 and SPITSKOP No.145 to its south-western beacon. Continue along
its western and northern boundaries and respectively the western and northern boundaries of farm
OORLOGS KLOOF No.172, the western boundaries of farms WESTBOURNE No.144, ONDER TRAKA
No.91, LAMBS KRAAL No.90, VAAL KRANS No.89, RENSBURG’S KUIL No.31, DIE PUTS No.30 and
FARM No.3 to its north-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western
boundaries of FARM No.7, FARM No.6 and FARM No.2 and farm RIET GAT No.1 to its north-western
beacon. Continue along its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM No.6, FARM No.5, FARM
No.8 and FARM No.260 and FARM No.9, the western boundary of farm BLAAUW KOP No.13, the
southern and western boundaries of farms KAREE LEEGTE No.168 and KLEIN BOSCH No.165 and the
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STARTING from the north-western beacon of FARM No.179, proceed respectively along its northern and
eastern boundaries and the northern boundary of FARM No.97 to the south-eastern beacon of farm
DRINKWATERS KLOOF No.239. Continue along the western boundary of farm LANGE RIETFONTEIN
No.96 and respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm DIEP RIVIER No.95,
to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed respectively along the northern boundary of FARM No.97, the
western boundaries of FARM No.94, FARM No.35 and FARM No.4 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue
along its southern boundary and respectively along the southern, western and northern boundaries of
FARM No.1 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.256. Proceed respectively along the southern,

western boundaries of farms MIDDEL PLAATS No.166, BARENDS KUIL No.164, KLEIN TAVEL KOP
No.163 and DE PANNEN No.79 to its north-western beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary and
respectively the western and northern boundaries of farm BOK VLEI No.78, the northern boundary of farm
OORLOGSPOORT No.85, the western boundary of farm KOEDOES KLOOF No.77 and the northern
boundaries of farms TULIP LEEGTE No.76, TAFEL KOP No.75 and KEUNA No.74 to the south-western
beacon of farm GLEN CLIFF No.272. Proceed along its western boundary and respectively that of farms
WINDERMERE No.271 and WALPLAATS No.1. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern
boundaries, the eastern boundaries of FARM No.13, farm MORDANT KLAASSENSKRAAL No.14, the
northern boundaries of farms DE PLATEN No.16 and PALMIETFONTEIN No.25 to the south-western
beacon of farm LELIEFONTEIN No.127. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of
Farm No.125, the northern boundaries of FARM No.30 and farm MORDENDAL No.35, the western and
northern boundaries of FARM No.294, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.187, the western
boundaries of FARM No.185 and FARM No.116 and the southern boundary of FARM No.115 to its southwestern beacon. Continue respectively along the southern, western, northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.113, the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.114, FARM No.111 and FARM No.43
to its north-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally north-eastwards for approximately 3km on a linear
extension of its northern boundary (traversing farm RUIGTE VALLEY No.42), then continue northwestwards thereon, to intersect the southern boundary of FARM No.40, at a point that is approximately
640metres east of its south-western beacon. Continue respectively along its southern and western
boundaries, the southern boundaries of farms OUTWEEFONTEIN No.44 and FARM No.523, the eastern,
southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM No.43 (western section), the northern boundary of
FARM No.523, the western boundary of FARM No.43 (eastern section) to its northern beacon. Finally,
proceed respectively along the northern boundary of FARM No.42, the western boundary of farm JERICO
No.37, the southern boundary of farm ENSLINS RUST No.4 and the western boundary of farm
KLAREFONTEIN No.1, to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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western and northern boundaries of farm ANTONIESBERG No.259, the western and northern boundaries
of farm GROOTE RIVIERS POORT No.258 and respectively along the northern boundaries of farms
NOAGA’S BERG No.263, COCKSCOMB WEST No.264, COCKSCOMB EAST No.266,
DEACONSKLOOF No.267, JACKALS KLOOF No.269 and ZONGAH No.270 to its north-eastern beacon.
Continue respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM No.699, the northern boundary
of farm MIERHOOP PLAAT No.275, the western and northern boundaries of farm ROODE PLAAT No.277
and the northern boundaries of farms PALMIET KLOOF No.278, OSS-PLAAT ANNEXE No.279 and
DEYSELS-PLAAT ANNEXE No.280 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the western
and northern boundaries of farm MANNETJIE No.243, the western and northern boundaries of farm VAAL
KRANTZ No.242, the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm WELBEDAGT No.175 and the
northern and eastern boundaries of farm HELPMEKAAR No.178 to its south-eastern beacon. Continue
respectively along the eastern boundary of farm KEURFONTEIN No.179, the northern, eastern and
southern boundaries of farm VERMAAKS KOP No.237, the eastern boundary of FARM No.349, the
northern boundaries of farms SPRINGFIELD No.339 and GLENCRAIG No.341, the eastern and northern
boundaries of farm MATHEWS PLACE No.342, the eastern, northern, western, southern and eastern
boundaries of farm GROENDAL No.343, the western and southern boundaries of farm MATHEWS PLACE
No.342, the western and southern boundaries of farm GLENCRAIG No.341 and the eastern boundary of
FARM No.349 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms
LOT A No.388 and UPLANDS No.387, the western boundary of farm BOSCHFONTEIN No.390 up to the
river, then internally within the corner at its south-western beacon (so as to exclude it) to the river again,
on its southern boundary, then proceed along its southern boundary to point approximately 520metres
west of the north-western beacon of FARM No.421. Proceed respectively along the SAPS boundary
(traversing FARM No.422) to the south-western beacon of FARM No.421, then along its southern
boundary and the southern boundary of FARM No.422, the western boundaries of farm VAN STADENS
RIVER EAST No.419 and FARM No.463, the eastern boundaries of farms SUNNY VALE No.451, FARM
No.622 and FARM No.493 (western section) to the north-western beacon of farm YELLOWWOODS
No.642. Then proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, to its outer-south-eastern
beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the river (traversing the eastern section of FARM No.493)
river, keeping west of VAN STADENS ROAD, to continue to the river mouth and eventually to the LOW
WATER MARK. Then proceed generally westwards along the LWM, until the vicinity of the FARM No.326.
Continue along the LWM to a point on the southern boundary of FARM No.326, that is approximately
380metres east of its south-western beacon. Continue (extensively) generally westwards along the LWM
to the south-western beacon of FARM No.321. Proceed generally south-westwards along the LWM to the
penultimate north-eastern beacon of FARM No.330. Proceed along its eastern boundary and the LWM to
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its south-eastern beacon. Continue generally southwards along the LWM to the north-eastern beacon of
farm ESTATE KLEIN ZEEKOE RIVER 335 HUMANSDORP No.335. Proceed along its eastern boundary
and the LWM and deviate along the LWM on the approach to its south-eastern beacon, to proceed along
the LWM to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.849. Proceed along its eastern boundary and the LWM,
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.697, to its southern beacon. Continue
generally south-westwards along the LWM to the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.400 and proceed
along the LWM (generally) respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM No.848 and farm
BRAK VLEI No.701 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed generally southwards to the eastern beacon of
farm ONGEGUNDE VRYHEID No.746. Continue generally westwards, respectively along its southern
boundary / LWM and that of farms BUFFELS BOSCH No.742, FARM No.741, FARM No.744 and FARM
No.736 to its south-western beacon. Proceed generally westwards along the LWM to the north-eastern
beacon of farm BRAKKE DUINEN No.727. Continue on the LWM, respectively along its eastern boundary,
the eastern and southern boundaries of farm BRAKKE DUINEN ANNEKS No.731 and the southern
boundaries of FARM No.814, farms KEEROM-WES ANNEKS No.729 and KEEROM ANNEKS No.728,
FARM No.726, farms LANGEKLOOF No.725, LANGEKLOOF No.724, STEYNS KRAAL No.719 (eastern
section), DRIEFONTEIN No.720 and STEYNS KRAAL No.719 (western section), FARM No.667, farms
SAND PUNT ANNEXE No.665 and GEELHOUTEBOOM WEST No.664, FARM No.752, FARM No.754,
FARM No.782, FARM No.784, FARM No.783, farms SEA KOPPIES No.648, MIDDEL RIET RIVIER
No.650, ANNEX KLIP DRIFT OOST No.647 and KLIP DRIFT OOST No.649, FARM No.776, FARM
No.894, farm MIDDEL KLIP DRIFT No.641, FARM No.894, farms BOSCH KLOOF No.644, KLIP DRIFT
WEST No.642, MIDDEL KLIP DRIFT No.640, KLIP RIVIER No.645, VAN ROOYEN’S RUST No.791,
NIEMAND’S RUS No.792 and EERSTE RIVIER No.626, FARM No.766 and farm OUBOSSTRAND
No.759 to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.582. Then proceed first southwards, then westwards
extensively, along the LWM until the vicinity of FARM No.397 is reached. Proceed due north from the
LWM, to the south-western beacon of FARM No.397. Proceed along its western boundary and respectively
that of FARM No.396 (southern section), FARM No.910 and FARM No.396 (northern section) to the southeastern beacon of FARM No.299. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.296, the southern boundaries of farms SOMERSETSGIFT No.286,
MISGUND EAST No.287 and MISGUND No.285, the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm
NIEKERKSBERG No.281 and the western and northern boundaries of farm MISGUND No.285 to the
north-western beacon of farm ADJOINING MISGUND No.217. Proceed respectively along its northern
boundary, the western and northern boundaries of farm SEPREE RIVIER No.170, the northern boundary
of farm ZWARTJES No.172, the western boundary of FARM No.174 and finally the southern and western
boundaries of FARM No.179 to its north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm BROOKLANDS No.210, proceed respectively along its
northern boundary, the northern boundary of farm NIEUW JAARS KOP and the western boundary of farm
BUFFELS HOEK No.165 to intersect the Secondary Road. Proceed generally eastwards along this road
(traversing farm BUFFELS HOEK No.165) to intersect the National Road N10 thereon and proceed
generally south-eastwards along the N10 to intersect the southern boundary of farm BUFFELS HOEK
No.165 at a point approximately 290metres west of its mid-southern beacon. Proceed eastwards along its
southern boundary to intersect the National Road N2 (traversing farm BUFFELS HOEK No.165) at a point
approximately 625metres west of its south-eastern beacon. Proceed generally north-eastwards along the
N2, respectively traversing farms BUFFELS HOEK No.165 and LANSDOWNE No.168 to intersect its
eastern boundary. Then proceed respectively along the western, southern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.421 and the northern boundaries of farms WYCOMBE VALE No.291 and FARM No.290 to the
south-western beacon of farm SCHAAP HOEK No.175. Proceed respectively along its western boundary
and that of FARM No.408 to the 5th beacon from the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.388. Proceed
north-eastwards to join the BOESMANS RIVER and continue generally eastwards along the river,
respectively traversing FARM No.408, the western boundary of farm BUSHMANS RIVER No.394, farms
WOODBURY No.488 and BUSHMANS RIVER No.394, FARM No.402, farm WOODBURY No.488 (again),
FARM No.489, FARM No.402 (again), FARM No.431, farm KOPPIE ALLEEN No.186, FARM No.489
(again), farm KOPPIE ALLEEN No.186 (again), FARM No.489 (again), farms KOPPIE ALLEEN No.186
(again), ALUIN KRANTZ WEST No.196, KRANTZ HOEK No.197, AVOND RUST No.195, KRANTZ HOEK
No.197 (again), ALUIN KRANTZ WEST No.196, AVOND RUST No.195 (again), KRANTZ HOEK No.197
(again), DE HOOP No.199, KOMGAS MOUTH No.490, DRIE KOPPEN No.198, ROODEKOP No.491, DE
RUST No.492 and ROODEKOP No.491, FARM No.626, farms SANDLEGTE No.207 and EMSLIE No.494,
the southern boundary of FARM No.645, farm EMSLIE No.494 (again), farm KIKUJU ESTATES No.646,
the northern boundary of farm JANEDALE No.210, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm MELODY
No.220 and the eastern boundary of FARM No.222 to the north-western beacon of farm HARVEST VALE
No.300. Continue respectively along its northern boundary, the western boundary of farm AQUAVISTA
No.299, the western and northern boundaries of farm WAYSIDE No.297, to the south-eastern beacon of
farm SPRING GROVE No.295. Proceed generally north-eastwards along the KAGIEGA RIVER,
respectively traversing the western boundary of FARM No.461, then across to its eastern boundary and
finally the western boundary of farm GLENFILLAN No.293. Proceed respectively along its northern
boundary, the western and northern boundaries of farm WESLEY WOOD No.179, the southern boundary
of farm ROCKRIDGE No.459, the northern boundaries of farms NORTH BEND No.177, BLAAUWKRANTZ
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OUTSPAN No.176, UNIQUE No.40, the western boundaries of farms UNIQUE No.453, LITTLEFIELD
No.39 and BLAAUWKRANTSVLAKTE No.38 to its north-western beacon. Continue respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms MOODIEKOP No.37 and WAAI PLAATS No.36, the western boundary
of farm PARNASSUS No.29, the southern, western and northern boundaries of farm KAP RIVER No.28
and FARM No.458, the western and northern boundaries of farm COOMBS VALE No.3, the western
boundary of farm CLAYPIT FORT No.5, the western and northern boundaries of farm FOREST CLIFF
No.6 and the western boundaries of farm BUFFELSFONTEIN No.7 and FARM No.8 to its north-western
beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, the eastern boundaries of farms
SCHOOL GROUND No.9 and WIDCOMBE No.10, the northern boundaries of farm OLIVE BUSH No.12,
FARM No.88, farm OUTSPAN & PONT RESERVE No.92, KAFFIR DRIFT No.94, the eastern boundary
of farm OSBORNE No.96, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM No.468 and the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm FORT D’ACRE ANNEX No.237 to its south-western beacon. Continue
respectively along the southern boundaries of farm PALMIET ANNEX No.239 and FARM No.251 (eastern
section) to its south-western beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary to the south-eastern beacon of
FARM No.251 (western section) and along its southern boundary to its south-western beacon. Proceed
along the SAPS boundary to the south-eastern beacon of farm KLEINEMOND CAMPING SITE No.252
and along its southern boundary to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and
southern boundaries of FARM No.459, the southern boundaries of farms RIET RIVER CAMPING SITE
No.385, GREENFOUNTAIN No.386 and THE DUNES No.391 to its south-western beacon. Continue
(extensively) generally south-westwards along the LOW WATER MARK to the south-eastern beacon of
FARM No.393 and proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western beacon. Continue generally
south-westwards along the LOW WATER MARK to the south-eastern beacon of farm KWAAIHOEK
No.349 and proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western beacon. Continue generally
westwards along the LOW WATER MARK to the south-eastern beacon of farm MIDFOR No.327 and
respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.318, farm SEA VIEW No.357, farm
SPRINGMOUNT No.356 and FARM No.308 to its south-western beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS
boundary, online to the south-eastern beacon of farm SCHELM HOEK No.311, to a point on that line,
which is also online to the southern boundary of farm VETMAAK VLAKTE No.312 and approximately
160metres from the south-eastern beacon of farm SCHELM HOEK No.311. Continue along the SAPS
boundary to the south-western beacon of farm VETMAAK VLAKTE No.312 and proceed respectively along
its southern and eastern boundaries, the southern and western boundaries of farm OLIPHANTS PLAAT
No.214 and finally the western boundaries of farms PEASLAND No.212 and BROOKLANDS No.210 to its
north-western beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-west beacon of farm DEEP DRIFT No.18, proceed along its northern boundary
and respectively that of farms MODDERFONTEIN No.338 and BEDROG FONTEIN No.23, the western
and northern boundaries of farm WILGER FONTEIN ANNEX No.25, the northern boundaries of FARM
No.624, FARM No.1 and farm ZUURBERG No.3 to its north-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along
the western and northern boundaries of farm MODDERFONTEIN No.320, to a point on its northern
boundary that is approximately 957.85metres east of its northern beacon. Then proceed generally southwestwards along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm MODDERFONTEIN No.320, to the stream thereon
and then generally south-eastwards, respectively traversing farm MODDERFONTEIN No.320 and
ZUURBERG No.4, to a point on its southern boundary that is approximately 1.49km due west from the
western beacon of farm ZUURBERG No.5. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms
MELKHOUTBOOM, ZUURBERG No.5 (western section), GELUK No.7, ZUURBERG No.5 (eastern
section), FARM No.17 and FARM No.20, the western boundary of FARM No.12, the western and northern
boundaries of FARM No.13, the northern boundaries of FARM No.12, FARM No.31, FARM No.32, FARM
No.30 and FARM No.308. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of FARM
No.33, the northern boundaries of FARM No.103 and FARM No.39, the northern and eastern boundaries
of FARM No.37 and FARM No.40, and the eastern boundaries of FARM No.41 and FARM No.42 to its
south-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally south-eastwards along the BOESMANS RIVER,
respectively traversing FARM No.634 and FARM No.625, to the north-western beacon of farm RETREAT
No.284 (eastern section). Continue along its northern boundary and respectively the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm SOLOMONS TEMPLE No.486, to its south-eastern beacon. Then proceed generally
southwards along the BOESMANS RIVER, respectively traversing farm STILGENOEGEN No.483,
WOODBURY No.488, then the eastern boundary of FARM No.251, the northern boundaries of FARM
No.381 and FARM No.180, farm SUNNYSIDE No.250, the northern boundary of FARM No.388, continuing
along the BOESMANS RIVER to its north-eastern beacon and then traversing the north-western sector of
FARM No.408 to the 5th eastern boundary beacon from the north-eastern beacon of FARM No.388.
Continue respectively along the eastern boundary of FARM No.388, the eastern and southern boundaries
of FARM No.387, the southern boundaries of FARM No.180, farm WELTEVREDEN No.181, the southern
and western boundaries of FARM No.174, the southern boundaries of FARM No.251 and farm REED
VALLEY No.363 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and
western boundaries of FARM No.421, to intersect the National Road N2. Then proceed generally southwestwards along the N2, respectively traversing farms LANSDOWNE No.168 and BUFFELS HOEK
No.165, to intersect its southern boundary at a point approximately 625metres west of its south-eastern
beacon. Proceed west along its southern boundary, to intersect National Road N10 at a point that is
approximately 290.00metres west of its mid-southern beacon. Then proceed generally north-westwards
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along the N10, traversing farm BUFFELS HOEK No.165 to intersect the River thereon and proceed
generally westwards along the River to intersect the western boundary of farm BUFFELS HOEK No.165.
Continue respectively along its western boundary, the southern boundaries of farms CYPHERFONTEIN
No.160 and VERTROU No.209, the eastern boundaries of farms FASCADALE No.213 and INGLESIDE
No.215, continuing southwards along the Colchester Secondary Road to the north-eastern beacon of farm
SCHELM HOEK No.311. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the northern boundaries of
FARM No.308 and FARM No.643, to its north-western beacon. Continue generally north-westwards,
respectively along the north-eastern boundary of farm LOGAN BRAES No.203 and the SONDAGS RIVER,
traversing farm No.718, to its south-western beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of farm
HARVEYTON No.197 to the north-western beacon of farm LOGAN BRAES No.203 and continue
southwards to intersect the northern edge of the Railway Reserve to proceed generally north-westwards
thereon. Then proceed respectively along the north-western boundary of farm HARVEYTON No.197, the
western boundaries of farm KLEIN VETMAAK VLAKTE No.193, FARM No.676 and FARM No.644, to the
south-eastern beacon of farm THE PENHURST RAILWAY RESERVE No.133. Continue respectively
along its southern boundary and that of FARM No.636, the eastern boundary of farm T’ ZOETGENEUGD
No.192 and its southward linear extension, joining eastwards at its terminal to the northern boundary of
farm BARKLY BRIDGE SCHOOL LOT No.194 (western section) , the northern, eastern and southern
boundaries of farm BARKLY BRIDGE SCHOOL LOT No.194 (western section), the northern boundary of
FARM No.627 and the southern boundary of farm T ZOETGENEUGD No.192, to the north-western beacon
of FARM No.627.Then proceed along the SAPS boundary, traversing FARM No.717, online to a point on
the eastern boundary of farm COEGA KAMMAS KLOOF No.191, which is approximately 200metres from
its north-eastern beacon and continue along the SAPS boundary, traversing FARM No.717, online to its
north-western beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary to the south-eastern beacon of FARM No.653
and continue respectively along its southern boundary and the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
BLAUW BAATJIES No.189 to its internal southern-western beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS
boundary directly to its outer-south-western beacon. Continue respectively along its western boundary and
the southern boundaries of farm WELBEDACHT No.135, FARM No.136 and farm BRAKHILL No.139 to
its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary, the southern boundaries of
farms SCHILPAD LAAGTE No.141, FOREST GROVE No.143, FARM No.692 and FARMDEEP DRIFT
No. No.174 to its south-western beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western
boundaries of farm NOOITGEDAGT No.173, the western boundaries of farms SCHUILPATDOP No.148,
ROODE WAL OUTSPAN No.79, FARM No.82 and FARM No.581 to its north-western beacon. Continue
respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM No.50, FARM No.51 and FARM No.693 to a point
on its southern boundary that is approximately 1.33km east of its south-western beacon. Then proceed
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generally northwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM No.693 and online to its north-western
beacon) respectively along the eastern boundary of farm RIETFONTEIN No.52, the western boundary of
farm No.694 and finally the western boundary of farm DEEP DRIFT No.18 to its north-western beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
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